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The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale formation (TMS) of Central Louisiana and South 
Mississippi was suggested as a potential hydrocarbon play with up to seven billion barrels of 
reserves in a 1997 study by Louisiana State University’s Basin Research Institute.  The TMS is 
considered an unconventional resource because it is a source, reservoir, and seal.  Since 1997, 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have enabled exploration and documentation of oil 
reserves in this play.  Prior to this study, high resistivity log curves were used to predict areas of 
economic interest.  While areas of high resistivity within the TMS are often indicative of high 
TOC, in order to determine the presence of hydrocarbons in pore space, sonic velocity and 
thermal maturation (the degree to which an organic source rock has been heated) information 
must be considered.  In this study, information from sonic logs and resistivity logs from 43 wells 
were used in Schlumberger’s PetroMod® software to estimate porosity, pore pressure, and 
thermal maturation.  Model results indicate that the TMS is in the oil window (0.55 to 1.1 %Ro) 
throughout the study area.  Vitrinite Reflectance (%Ro), porosity, and pore pressure are 
consistent with depth of burial and normal compaction, with vitrinite reflectance ranging from 
0.62-1.12; porosity ranging from 5-15%; and pore pressure ranging from 4366-9413 psi .  Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC) was estimated using a log overlay technique on 127 wells.  Estimated 
TOC in the study area ranges from 0.5% to 3% and has a complex spatial distribution.  Highest 
TOC values are predicted along the northern boundary between East Baton Rouge and 
Livingston Parishes; along the northern boundary of Pointe Coupee and St. Landry Parishes, and 
eastern Avoyelles Parish; along the border between East and West Feliciana Parishes; in 
Wilkinson County, MS; along the border between Amite County, MS and St. Helena Parish.  
Results were calibrated using geochemical data provided by operators active in the TMS.  This 
xii
 
research has provided a technique to predict areas with high concentrations of TOC that are 

























The United States (U.S.) is projected to become the largest global oil producer by 2020, 
and the trend is expected to result in a decline of net oil imports, to the extent that the country 
becomes a net oil exporter around 2030 (International Energy Agency, 2012b).  Much of the 
projected increase of U.S. oil output can be attributed to recent technological advances in 
upstream technologies, which have enabled operators in the U.S. to unlock tight oil and shale gas 
resources (Fig. 1) that were previously deemed unrecoverable (International Energy Agency, 
2012b).   
 
Figure 1. Map of U.S. shale and coalbed methane resources (International Energy Agency, 2012) 
 
          Unconventional hydrocarbons are produced from geologic media that were traditionally 
        thought to lack the porosity and permeability necessary to yield hydrocarbons (International 
        Energy Agency, 2012a).  While shale plays lack the permeability necessary to produce 
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hydrocarbons, they have sufficient porosity necessary to hold economic amounts of oil and gas.  
The most notable unconventional plays in the U.S. include the Barnett Shale of North Texas, the 
Eagle Ford Shale of West Texas, the Bakken Shale of Montana and North Dakota and the 
Marcellus Shale of the Northeastern U.S (International Energy Agency, 2012a).  Examples of less 
notable, but equally prolific, U.S. shale plays include the Woodford Shale of Oklahoma, the 
Fayetteville Shale of Arkansas, and the Niobrara Shale of Colorado (Fig. 1; International Energy 
Agency, 2012a).  The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale (TMS) of Central Louisiana and South 
Mississippi is considered a potentially prolific shale play because of its: 1) shallow depth, 2) 
thermal maturity, which correlates to the oil window established by Machel et. al. (1995) of 
0.55-1.1 %Ro (Zimmerman, 1997), 3) high percentage of brittle carbonate, which makes it 
relatively easy to fracture, 4) large lateral extent and thickness, and 5) close geographic and 
stratigraphic proximity to the Eagle Ford Shale Play (Fig. 2; John et al., 1997). 
 
Figure 2. TMS geographic proximity to Eagle Ford Shale – shale plays in green, positive basement features in 
gray and brown, TMS paleo-shelf edge in blue, Eagle Ford paleo-shelf edge in teal (Barrell, 2013) 
 
Mud logs from older wells in Louisiana and Mississippi show spikes in gas pressure 
while drilling through the TMS, so it has been known since the earlier part of the 20th century 
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that the TMS yields oil and gas; however, it was not formally recognized as a major potential 
resource play until the 1997 publication of the Louisiana State University Basin Research 
Institute’s (BRI), “An Unproven Unconventional Seven Billion Barrel Oil Resource - the 
Tuscaloosa Marine Shale,” (John et al., 1997).  Since 1997, several wells, vertical and horizontal, 
have been completed in the TMS.  Horizontally drilled wells with completions involving 
multiple fracture stages have produced economical amounts of hydrocarbons in the central 
portion of the play.   
The first well to produce oil from the TMS was Humble’s #1 Spears well, which was 
vertically drilled in 1951 in Amite County, MS.  Completions records are incomplete, so the 
origin of produced oil is uncertain (Barrell, 2011).  As a result of TMS shows in over 50 area 
wells and TMS production from the #1 Spears well, Alfred C. Moore, a wildcatter and 
geophysical engineer, along with Sun Oil Company prospected the TMS and drilled and cored 
the Sun #1 Spinks well in Pike County, MS in the winter of 1971 (Barrell, 2011).  The well 
resulted in 310 feet of TMS core, but no oil.  In a venture with Callon Petroleum, Moore drilled 
the Callon #1 Cutrer in 1972 and the Callon #2 Cutrer in 1974 in Tangipahoa Parish.  The #2 
Cutrer produced 2500 BO until it was plugged and abandoned in 1991 (Barrell, 2011).  The first 
successful TMS well, the Texas Pacific #1 Blades well, was drilled by Moore and Texas Pacific 
Oil Company in late 1977 in Tangipahoa Parish, LA (Barrell, 2011).  It has produced 24 MBO 
over the past 30 years from 134 feet of perforations, and it is still producing today. Other than 
two wells incidentally blowing out (the Exxon #1 Jackson 4-14 Amite Co., MS and the Amerada 
Hess #1 Montrose Plantation, Wilkinson Co., MS) while drilling through the TMS during the 
1980’s, there was no other reported activity associated with the TMS until the late 90’s (Barrell, 
2011). After publication of the BRI’s study, several operators became active in the TMS.  Initial 
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production rates of wells recently completed in the TMS have been highly variable, and the 
factors generating this difference in initial production rates have yet to be explored in the 
scientific community. 
Purpose of Study 
 The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale Formation is a growing oil-rich play.  Small and large 
independent companies are using their resources to figure out how to economically produce 
valuable oil in a market that’s suffering from low natural gas prices.  Companies are eager to  
better understand the complexities of operating in this play, thus along with Louisiana State 
University and the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, several active operators in the play (see 
“Acknowledgements” section)  have formed a consortium that focuses on researching geological 
and engineering complexities of the TMS. 
 The purpose of this study is to devise a method to predict areas of economic potential 
with limited data.  Prior to this study, operators used proprietary methods involving high 
resistivity signatures to predict locations of intervals with hydrocarbon potential in the TMS.  
Based on production data from areas of high resistivity, it is now known that resistivity does not 
necessarily correlate with high production.  The method used in this study involves publicly 
available well logs to determine burial depth, lithology, and relative age of strata down to the 
TMS interval.  This information is transferred to Schlumberger’s Petro-Mod® thermal modeling 
software, which calculates vitrinite reflectance (%Ro).  %Ro indicates the thermal maturity of 
the TMS, thus specifying whether the play is capable of producing oil, gas, both, or neither.  
%Ro is then converted to level of organic metamorphism (LOM) using Equation 1.  LOM 
values, resistivity logs, sonic logs, and correlation logs are used to estimate total organic carbon 
4
(TOC) through log overlay analysis (Passey et al., 1990).  The method used in this study utilizes 
























The study area is located within the Gulf of Mexico Basin (GOM).  The GOM lies on a 
passive continental margin that is characterized by extensional deformation and wrench faulting 
(Mancini et al., 2008b).  The onshore portion of the GOM is composed of three smaller marginal 
sag basins: the North Louisiana Salt Basin, East Texas Basin, and Mississippi Interior Salt Basin 
(Fig. 3; Mancini, et al., 2008b).  Formation of GOM sub-basins was dictated by lithospheric 
extension induced by Early Jurassic rifting, and is characterized by alternating paleotopographic 
highs and lows and the accumulation of thick Louann Salt deposits.  Extension was followed by 
subsiding depocenters through the Early Cretaceous, resulting from beta factors between 1.25 and 2 
(Nunn et al., 1984).  Subsidence was followed by an extensive marine transgression, which 
resulted in widespread sedimentation and the eventual formation of a carbonate shelf margin 
along the tectonic hinge zone of differential subsidence between thick and thin transitional crust 
(Mancini et al., 2008a).  This depositional pattern was interrupted by global sea-level fall during 
the Late Cretaceous, which resulted in a well-developed unconformity in the mid-Cenomanian, 
immediately prior to TMS deposition (Salvador, 1991).  Throughout the Mesozoic and Cenozoic, 
sediments of the Gulf of Mexico accumulated and took the form of a seaward-dipping wedge 
(Martin, 1978).  Basement cooling and differential subsidence resulted in  
accommodation space for sediments throughout the region. 
The positive features in the study area are the Sabine Uplift (Northwest of the study area), 
Monroe Uplift (North of the study area), LaSalle Arch (North of the study area), and Wiggins 
Arch (Northeast of the study area).  Nunn et al. (1984) suggested that the Sabine and Monroe 
Uplifts are composed of continental lithosphere that experienced little extensional deformation 
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during the opening of the GOM, and  the less prominent LaSalle Arch is also cored by the same 
continental lithosphere (Lawless & Hart, 1990).  
 
Figure 3. Geologic map of U.S. Gulf Coast Region (Mancini, et al., 2008b) and geologic map of Louisiana and 




 The Tuscaloosa Group was deposited during the Mid-Late Cretaceous atop a mid-
Cenomanian subaerial unconformity, which is marked by a solid blue line in Figure 5, which 
eroded into the Washita Group (Mancini et al., 2008a).  The upper part of the Washita Group is 
composed of the Danzler and upper Washita sandstones (Mancini et al., 2008a).  The Tuscaloosa 
Group is composed of  three units: the Upper  Tuscaloosa (sometimes called the Eutaw), the 
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TMS, and the Lower Tuscaloosa (John et al., 1997).  The youngest sediments in the Tuscaloosa 
are Late Turonian in age, and the oldest sediments are Late Cenomanian.  Sands and shales of 
the Tuscaloosa Formation are approximately 1000 ft. thick in the study area, and they are 
thought to represent a full depositional cycle (John et al., 1997).  This sequence stratigraphic 
trend is illustrated in Figure 5. The lower Tuscaloosa, composed mostly of sandstone is 
representative of the transgressive systems tract (Fig.5), and the upper Tuscaloosa, composed of 
silts and shales, represents the high-stand systems tract (Fig. 5).   
In the study area, the Middle Tuscaloosa (TMS) is composed almost entirely of a grey to 
black, fissile, and sometimes sandy marine shale which thickens down dip (John et al., 1997).  
This unit is commonly called the “Tuscaloosa Marine Shale,” and it represents the inundated 
stage of the depositional cycle, otherwise known as the end transgressive systems tract (John et 
al., 1997).  The Tuscaloosa Group, including the TMS, outcrops in Northwest Alabama, near the 
city of Tuscaloosa.  Mancini  et al (1987) described this TMS outcrop as claystone containing 
oyster packstones, which are derived from an open-marine shelf environment typical of those 
found in the GOM region during the cretaceous. Thus, one would expect the TMS’s depositional 
environment to be similar to those found today near the coasts of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
and Florida. 
 The Austin Group (also known as the “Selma Chalk” and “Austin Chalk”), which is 
composed almost entirely of limestone, was deposited after the Tuscaloosa Group during the 
Late Cretaceous (Mancini et al., 2008a).  On average it is about 500 ft. thick throughout the study 
area. 
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 At the beginning of the Tertiary, the Midway Group was deposited atop the Austin Group 
(John et al., 1997).  The Midway Group is composed almost entirely of shale/marl, and it is 
about 300 ft. thick throughout the study area. 
 Further into the Tertiary, at the beginning of the Eocene, the Wilcox Group was deposited 
after the Midway Group (John et al., 1997).  It’s composed of sandstone with occasional shale 
beds, and it is about 300 ft. thick throughout the study area. 
 The remaining overburden atop the TMS is composed of undifferentiated sand and shale.  
This unit, depending on location, can be anywhere between 8,000 and 12,000 ft. thick 
in the study area. 
 
 
Figure 4. Stratigraphic column from study area (John et al., 1997) and type log; Deshotels well 
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              Figure 5. Tuscaloosa Group illustrated stratigraphic diagram; ILD = resistivity, SPR = spontaneous potential.  
Dashed blue lines delineate stratigraphic boundaries, and solid blue lines indicate unconformities (Barrell, 2013) 
 
Facies 
No lithofacies studies that focus on the TMS have been published, but industry has 
commonly looked at the TMS as two sections: the basal resistive section and the upper non-
resistive section.  Within the basal, resistive section of the TMS, the facies can be subdivided 
into a basal sandy shale section, an up-section calcareous marine shale section commonly called 
the Pilot Lime, and an upward-most, less calcareous marine shale section (Fig. 5).  Such a 
stratigraphic sequence is indicative of a deepening marine environment or a transgressive 





 Thermal maturity is a function of the maximum temperature (Tmax) that an organic rock 
encounters after diagenesis, and it plays a role in determining whether or not that given rock is 
capable of yielding hydrocarbons (Machel et al., 1995).   The oil window, which is the 
temperature range in which oil can be produced within hydrocarbon-bearing source rocks, begins 
at ~60°C and ends at ~100°C, and the gas window begins at ~100°C and ends at ~200°C 
(Machel, et al., 1995).  Organic rocks that experience more than 200°C of Tmax, the maximum 
temperature (°C) experienced by a given sample, are considered overmature, and organic rocks 
that experience less than 60°C are considered immature (Machel, et al., 1995).  Neither 
overmature nor immature source rocks are able to produce hydrocarbons.  Temperature ranges 
that define oil and gas windows vary with kerogen type, a geochemical parameter that is derived 
from oxygen index (OI) and hydrogen index (HI) that indicates the type of hydrocarbons a given 
organic sample can produce (Fig. 7). 
 
Figure 6. Relationship between thermal maturity and hydrocarbon generation (Sassen, 1986) 
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Vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) evaluation is the most common method of quantifying 
thermal maturity (UCL (University College London), 2002).  Similar to a mineral in a rock, 
vitrinite is a maceral in post-Silurian coals (UCL (University College London), 2002).  It is 
evaluated by measuring the amount of light that’s reflected from vitrinite within a sample.  The 
more mature the sample is, the more light it reflects.  Samples commonly undergo 30 
measurements using non-polarized light under 50x magnification.  Samples with %Ro values 
less than 0.55 are considered immature.  %Ro values ranging from 0.55 to 1.0, 1.0 to 1.3, and 
greater than 1.3 correlate to the oil window, the wet gas/condensate window, and the dry gas 
window respectively (Machel, et al., 1995).  An alternative method of quantifying thermal 
maturity, which has a direct correlation to %Ro, is Level of Organic Metamorphism (LOM) 
(Hood et al., 1975).   
 
Figure 7. Relationship between LOM, Tmax, and effective heating time (Hood et al., 1975) 
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LOM, based on coal rank, is a unitless parameter that is defined by coal maturity.  From oil 
generation to dry gas destruction coal rank covers the spectrum of thermal maturity (Hood et al., 
1975).  A maximum temperature and an effective heating time are required in order to calculate 
LOM (Fig. 7).  LOM can also be calculated from %Ro.  Table 1 shows that LOM values less 
than 7.8 correlate to thermally immature source rocks, and LOM values ranging from 7.8-10.8, 
10.8-11.8, and greater than 11.8 correlate to oil window, the wet gas/condensate window, and the 
dry gas window respectively (Hood et al., 1975).   
 
Table 1. Relationship between LOM, %Ro, and coal rank, after Hood et al. (1975). 
%Ro Coal Rank LOM 
0 Lignite 2.29 
0.25 Sub-Bituminous 5.25 
0.5 High Volatility Bituminous 7.5 
0.75 High Volatility Bituminous 9.25 
1 High Volatility Bituminous 10.5 
1.25 Medium Volatility Bituminous 11.75 
1.5 Low Volatility Bituminous 12.25 
1.75 Low Volatility Bituminous 13 
2 Semi-Anthracite 13.75 
 
Total Organic Carbon (TOC)   
 TOC is the percent of organic carbon in a given sample of sedimentary rock.  Organic 
carbon is the part of the rock sample that has the potential to convert to hydrocarbons.  Its 
application to source rock analysis is discussed in detail in Jarvie (1991).  TOC is measured in 
weight percent organic carbon per gram of sample, thus a TOC value of 1 weight percent equates 
to .01 gram of organic carbon in 1 gram of sample.   
13
 
Figure 8. Organic carbon distribution in a sediment sample, after Jarvie (1991) 
 
Three different carbon constituents contribute to a given TOC value:  extractable organic matter 
(EOM carbon), convertible organic carbon, and residual organic carbon (Fig. 8; Jarvie, 1991).  
EOM carbon is extractable oil and gas trapped in pore space of rocks, and it typically accounts 
for less than 1% of the bulk TOC in shales and carbonates (Jarvie, 1991).  Convertible carbon is 
found in kerogen, and it accounts for the percentage of TOC that has the potential to convert to 
oil or gas.  Residual carbon does not have the potential to covert to oil and gas, due to its 
condensed, hydrogen-deficient chemical structure (Jarvie, 1991).  The two main TOC 
measurement techniques used in a lab setting are Leco TOC Analysis and Rock-Eval TOC 
Analysis (Jarvie, 1991).  Well log calculation techniques have also been used to estimate TOC 
sections in logged intervals (Jarvie, 1991).  
14
 
Table 2. Classic interpretations of TOC in sediments, after Jarvie (1991) 
Generation Potential TOC in Shales (wt. %) TOC in Carbonates (wt. %) 
Poor 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 - 0.2 
Fair 0.5 - 1.0 0.2 - 0.5 
Good 1.0 - 2.0 0.5 - 1.0 
Very Good 2.0 - 5.0 1.0 - 2.0 



















Data and Methods 
Study Area 
The study area includes the following parishes in Louisiana: Vernon, Natchitoches, 
Rapides, Grant, Allen, Evangeline, Avoyelles, St. Landry, Point Coupee, West Feliciana, East 
Feliciana, West Baton Rouge, East Baton Rouge, St. Helena, Livingston, Tangipahoa, 
Washington, and St. Tammany (Fig. 9).  In addition, the study area encompasses the following 
counties in Mississippi: Wilkinson, Adams, Amite, Pike, and Walthall (Fig. 9).  
Digital wireline and logging while drilling (LWD) logs from 127 wells with spontaneous 
potential (SP) and resistivity (RES) curves were used in this study.  Most well logs also 
contained gamma ray (GR) and sonic (DT) logs.  Another 25 wells with raster log data were used 
for correlation and thermal modeling purposes, and geochemical data from 8 wells were used in 
this study.  A list of the wells used in this study can be found in Appendix I, and Figure 10 shows 
spatial data coverage across the study area.  TOC and kerogen measurements from core samples 
included in these datasets were used for calibration purposes.   
16
 
Figure 9. Map of study area (in purple) 
 
Mapping using GeoGraphix® 
 152 well surface locations were loaded into LMKR/Haliburton’s Geographix® software 
and gridded using geographic latitude and longitude in the World – Mercator coordinate system.  
The NAD83 Louisiana – HARN datum was used as the reference geographic reference point. 
Shape files for Louisiana and Mississippi state outlines and parishes/counties were downloaded 
from the Strategic Online Natural Resources Information System website (http://sonris-
www.dnr.state.la.us/) and the Mississippi Automated Resource Information System website 
(http://www.maris.state.ms.us/) respectively and imported into Geographix®.  Digital log files for 
each of the 127 well surface locations were imported into Geographix® as LAS files.   
Formations were correlated in the LMKR/Haliburton’s Prizm® log analysis module based 
on their respective log responses in the study area (Appendix IV).  The Austin Chalk formation 
has low GR values of ~30 API units and a blocky RES signature peaking around 80 ohm-m.  The 
upper Tuscaloosa member has a relatively high and flat GR signature with values around 75 API 
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units and RES values between 2 and 20 ohm-m.  The TMS was correlated from the base to the 
top, and its only consistently distinguishable log characteristic is its high resistivity (20 ohm-m) 
interval at its base, which immediately terminates into the lower resistivity lower Tuscaloosa 
sand beneath it.  The resistivity log in the upper portion of the TMS gradually lowers as TMS 
facies change to upper Tuscaloosa facies, where the resistivty log reads ~2 ohm-m.  GR and SP 
signatures are not consistent across the TMS, and based on limited, proprietary x-ray diffraction 
data that was donated to the TMSGRC, it’s believed that this inconsistency can largely be 
attributed to regional changes in mineral and clay content across the play.  Immediately down 
section from the TMS, the lower Tuscaloosa “massive sand” has low GR and RES values.  Refer 
















Figure 10. Map of data coverage
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Mapping using Petro-Mod® 
 1-D temperature history models were created using Schlumberger’s PetroMod® 2011 
software in order to calculate %Ro for 43 wells in the study area.  Thirty wells were originally 
selected evenly across the play for modeling based on a selection grid, but after mapping 30 
model results, more wells were added in order to constrain contour lines around areas of higher 
heatflow (based on the SMU (2011) map). Modeled wells are listed in Appendix II.  Input 
information required to construct 1-D models in Petro-Mod® included thickness, deposition ages, 
lithology, and petroleum system rock type for each distinguishable formation used in the model. 
Table 3 shows input information for the Deshotels model. 
 
Table 3. Example PetroMod® input spreadsheet (Deshotels Well) 
 
 
Lithology and approximate ages in million years ago (Ma) for each layer were taken from 
Mancini et al. (2008a).  The petroleum system rock type was chosen based on lithology and regional 
production history, and the PSE rock types used were source, reservoir, seal, and overburden. 
The Easy%Ro method (Sweeney and Burnham, 1990) was used by PetroMod to compute 
vitrinite reflectance from thermal history.  A median TOC value of 2% and a Hydrogen Index 
(HI) value of 125 mgHC/gTOC was estimated from the centrally located Deshotels 20-H 
geochemical dataset (proprietary).  HI and Oxygen Index (OI), and Tmax data provided in the 
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Deshotels 20-H cuttings geochemical dataset (Fig. 11) indicate Type II (oil-prone marine) 
kerogen.
 
Figure 11. Example plots used to determine kerogen type, from Deshotels geochemical dataset  
 
Boundary Conditions 
 Paleo-heatflow, paleo-water depth at time of deposition, and historic surface temperature 
are required to complete a thermal history model using Petro-Mod®.  Paleo-heatflow is derived 
using the McKenzie Model (McKenzie, 1978).  The model is based on an initial period of 
uniform, extensional thinning of the lithosphere followed by a period of cooling associated with 
rejuvenation of the earlier thermal thickness of the lithosphere (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009).  
Because the TMS is not located in any of the GOM sub-basins, the McKenzie model used in this 
study is based on GOM Basin rifting and Subsidence.  The GOM Basin began rifting in the Late 
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Triassic, and it ceased in the Middle Jurrassic (Mancini et al., 2008b).  Subsidence of the GOM 
Basin occurred from the Late Jurassic to the Early Cretaceous (Mancini et al., 2008b).  Rifting 
ages of 225 Ma to 160 Ma, and subsidence ages of 160 Ma to 135 Ma were used in the 
McKenzie models (Fig. 12).  Beta factors (extension factors) between 1.8 and 2.3 
were used in the models based on geographic location (Fig. 12).  Wells closest to the Sabine 
Uplift were given lower beta factors, while southerly models were given higher beta factors.  
Heat flow boundary conditions were adjusted so that model heat flow at present day is equal to 
the SMU heat flow map (Fig. 13).  As Figure 12 clearly shows, thermal maturation of







Figure 12. Example McKenzie crustal extension model from PetroMod® defining rifting and subsidence 
TMS Deposition 
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Figure 13. Surface heat flow map with wells used for thermal modeling (SMU, 2011)
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The oyster packstones and claystones of the TMS in Southwest Alabama contain 
evidence of fauna that were typical of a Cretaceous open-marine shelf environment, so the TMS 
was most likely deposited on a shallow open-marine shelf (Mancini et al., 1987).  A typical 
Cretaceous open-marine shelf in the GOM was estimated to have paleo-water depth (PWD) of 
500 ft (Dawson & Almon, 2010).  
In PetroMod®, the Sediment Water Interface Temperature (SWIT)  or water bottom 
temperature is the upper boundary condition for the heatflow problem (Hantschel & Kauerauf, 
2009).   The model utilizes a SWIT model based on Wygrala (1989) to get a historical mean air 
surface temperature, which is affected by latitudes that change throughout geological history 
(Hantschel & Kauerauf, 2009). 
 
 




Figure 14 shows historical global mean surface temperature for crust that’s presently located at 
31 degrees latitude in North America and the option to calculate SWIT based on mean global 
surface temperature and PWD.  SWIT was calculated to be ~24° C during the time of TMS 
deposition, which is slightly lower than mean air surface temperature (27.5° C) because of 
presence of 500 ft. water on the open-marine shelf.  The study area was closer to the equator and 
mean global temperatures were much hotter during the Cretaceous 
Output and Calibration 
 Once the facies depth/age, boundary condtions, and SWIT input information for a well 
are in PetroMod®, Maximum Temperature (Tmax), Vitrinite Reflectance (%Ro), Porosity (Φ), 
and pore pressure (PP) are computed by the software for that well, and variable vs. depth plots 
like the ones in Figure 16 are created.  As shown in Figure 16, the TMS, in the Deshotels well, 
has a Tmax 136° C (278° F), a %Ro of 0.92 (in the oil window), a porosity of 5.5%, and a pore 
pressure of  53 MPa (7760 psi), which is slightly higher than hydrostatic pressure, thus the TMS 
is slightly over pressured at this location.  Values for the TMS were read from each plot for each 
well and recorded in a spreadsheet. Tmax values were correlated to bottom hole temperatures 
(BHT) from each model’s respective raster log in order to quality check model results.  %Ro 
values were converted to LOM using Equation 1, which was derived from LeCompte and Hursan 
(2010). 
 




Figure 15. Graphical relationship between LOM and %Ro, after LeCompte and Hursan (2010) 
 
Tmax, %Ro, Porosity, Pore Pressure, and LOM values from PetroMod®  plots (Fig. 15) for each 
model were contoured in Geographix® using an adaptive fitting algorithm with a minimum 



















Figure 16. PetroMod® output depth plots: A) Example temperature plot showing calculated Tmax vs. depth, 
B) Example maturity plot showing calculated %Ro vs. depth, C) Example porosity plot showing calculated 
porosity (%) vs. depth, and D) Example pressure plot sho showing pore pressure (black line), hydrostatic 
pressure (blue line), and lithostatic pressure (green line).  Corresponding values for the TMS are noted with a 





Delta Log R and TOC 
 
A log overlay analysis technique, as outlined by Passey et al. (1990), was used to 
estimate Total Organic Carbon (TOC) in the TMS interval.  The logic behind Passey’s method is 
based on how sonic and resistivity logs behave in hydrocarbon-filled pore space in shales.  When 
shale intervals with hydrocarbons occupying pore space are logged, resistivity is expected to 
increase relative to shale intervals without hydrocarbons in pore space, and the same behavior is 
expected for transit time (velocity decreases in presence of oil and gas). Thus, in using this 
technique in this study, resistivity and sonic curves were put on the same track with resistivity 
increasing to the right and transit time increasing to the left (Fig. 17). 
 
Figure 17. Actual and theoretical resistivity and sonic responses in a mature source, non-source, and 
reservoir, after Passey et al., (1990) 
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In observing the logs, it was noted that separation of the resistivity curve was observed in 
reservoir intervals, no separation of the curves was observed in non-sources, and separation of 
the resistivity and sonic curves was observed in source intervals (Fig. 17).  In order to quantify 
separation in source intervals, Passey’s Delta Log R Equation (Equation 2) was employed for 
each well. 
𝛥𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑅 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 �
𝑅𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒
� + 0.02 ∗ (𝛥𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒)                     (2) 
 
Calculated TOC (CTOC) was then calculated for each well using Passey’s TOC equation 
(Equation 3).  The LOM variable was taken from the PetroMod®  Results produced earlier in the 
study.  Calculated LOM was used for each of the 43 wells that had calculated values, and all 
other well’s LOM values were taken from the LOM map produced earlier in the study.  While a 
thermal model for every well used to calculate CTOC would’ve provided more accurate CTOC 
values, the time it would’ve taken to produce those models would have exceeded the time frame 
of this study. 
𝐶𝑇𝑂𝐶 = (𝛥𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑅 𝑒2.297−0.1688 ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝑀)              (3)    
 
In the Prizm® well log interpretation module of Geographix® (see Figure 18), the gamma ray log 
was displayed on the right side of Track A, and the resistivity and sonic logs were displayed on 
the left side of Track A.  The top of the TMS (TMS_Top), top of Resistive TMS (TMS_RES), 
and base of TMS (TMS_Base) stratigraphic boundaries were picked.  On Track B, Equation 2 
was applied to the data, and the DLogR curve on left side of the track was generated from that 
calculation.  On Track C, Equation 3 was applied to the data, and the CTOC curve on the left 
side of that track was generated from that calculation.  Also on Track C, measured TOC data 
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(Core_TOC) data points were displayed, and in the equation editor, RESBaseline and SONBaseline 
values were adjusted until the CTOC curve fit the measured TOC data points.  After using the 
described method on each well with a geochemical dataset, it was discovered that the RESBaseline 
and SONBaseline values for each well were, as expected, roughly equal to the average RESBaseline 
and SONBaseline values of the less organic, less resistive upper Tuscaloosa shale section.  So in 
order to predict CTOC for wells that did not have a corresponding geochemical dataset, the 
average of the resistivity and sonic log through the upper Tuscaloosa interval in each well was 
used for RESBaseline and SONBaseline respectively for the log’s corresponding “Resistive” TMS 
interval.   
Once CTOC values were computed for all 127 wells, average CTOC were taken through 
the interpreted Resistive TMS interval and contoured in Geographix® using an adaptive fitting 
algorithm with a minimum radius of 50,000 ft. to produce a regional TOC map for the TMS play 
(see “Results and Discussion” section).  Input and output values for each well model are listed in 
Appendix III.  Structure maps were also created for the Base of TMS and Top of Lower 
“Resistive” TMS using a minimum curvature algorithm, which was selected because of its ability 










Figure 18. Example TOC log overlay workflow for Deshotels well, after Passey et. al, (1990).  A) Resistivity and sonic curves on right track, gamma ray 
curve on left track. B) DlogR curve on right-most track.  C) CTOC curve and measured TOC points on right-most track.  Values in spreadsheet 
correspond to the CTOC, Sonic, and Resistivity curves through the Resistive TMS interval.  The average CTOC for the Resistive TMS interval in the 
Deshotels well is 2.74%; resistivity is 11 ohm-m; transit time is 82 µs/m.  
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Results  
Thermal Maturity  
Figures 19 through 27 contain PetroMod® modeling results.  Figure 19 shows the spatial 
distribution of Tmax (ºC) at the base of TMS, and Figure 20 shows a structural contour of the 
base of TMS underlain by its respective Tmax (ºC) grid.  Figure 21 shows the spatial distribution 
of %Ro, which ranges from 0.62-1.12, at the base of TMS, and Figure 22 shows a structural 
contour of the base of TMS underlain by its respective vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) grid.  Figure 
23 shows the spatial distribution of LOM at the base of TMS, and Figure 24 shows a structural 
contour of the base of TMS underlain by its respective %Ro grid.  Because Tmax, %Ro, and 
LOM are indicators of thermal maturity (which is a function of temperature history), the maps in 
Figures 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 are similar.  Thermal maturity is highest in the southern-most 
portions of the study area, and thermal maturity is lowest in the northwestern-most portion.   
 Figure 25 shows a map of Petro-Mod®-calculated porosity, which ranges from 5-15%, for 
the TMS.  The porosity calculation method utilized by Petro-Mod® accounts for TMS lithology 
and lithology of the strata above the TMS (listed in Appendix IV for each well) to calculate pore 
pressure and overburden pressure experienced by the TMS.  Petro-Mod® calculates porosity for 
the TMS based on disequilibrium compaction.  Figure 26 shows the spatial distribution of 
calculated pore pressure, which ranges from 4366-9413 psi, at the base of TMS, and Figure 
27 shows a structural contour of the base of TMS underlain by its respective pore pressure  
grid.  As shown in Figure 27, model results show mostly normal compaction with some 
generation of overpressure.  The normal, hydrostatic pressure gradient in the Gulf of Mexico is 
0.465 pound per square inch per foot depth (psi/ft.) (Dickson, 1953).  In order to calculate over 
pressure at a given point in the TMS, one must multiply TMS depth by 0.465 psi/ft. to calculate 
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hydrostatic pressure and subtract hydrostatic pressure from modeled pore pressure.  Implications 

































Figure 20. TMS PetroMod® calculated Tmax color grid overlain by Base of TMS contours (depth in feet)
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Tuscaloosa Marine Shale %Ro Contour




Figure 22. TMS PetroMod® calculated %Ro color grid overlain by Base of TMS contours (depth in feet)
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Tuscaloosa Marine Shale LOM Contour




Figure 24. TMS PetroMod® calculated LOM color grid overlain by Base of TMS contours (depth in feet)
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Tuscaloosa Marine Shale Calculated Porosity (%) Contour












Figure 27. TMS PetroMod® calculated pore pressure color grid overlain by Base of TMS contours
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Total Organic Carbon 
Figures 28 and 29  show maps of average resistivity (ohm-m) and average transit time 
(µs/ft), respectively, through the Upper Tuscaloosa Fromation. These values were contoured to 
show the spatial distribution of the ResBaseline and  Δtbaseline variables used to calculate ΔlogR (and 
eventually CTOC) for each well.   
Figure 30 shows the spatial distribution of average CTOC (%wt.) through the Lower 
“Resistive” TMS interval, and Figure 31 shows a structural contour of the base of TMS underlain 
by its respective CTOC (%wt.) grid.  Figure 32 shows an isochore contour map of the thickness 
of the Lower “Resistive” TMS interval underlain by its respective average CTOC grid.  The 
contours in the southwestern portion of the CTOC maps are dashed because there is a great deal 
of uncertainty in the gridding due to a lack of well data in the region. 
CTOC in the study area ranges from 0.5% to 3% and has a complex spatial distribution.  
Highest TOC values are predicted along the northern boundary between East Baton Rouge and 
Livingston Parishes; along the northern boundary of Pointe Coupee and St. Landry Parishes, and 
eastern Avoyelles Parish; along the border between East and West Feliciana Parishes; in 
Wilkinson County, MS; along the border between Amite County, MS and St. Helena Parish.   
Lower “Resistive” TMS thickness ranges from 40 ft. to 260 ft.  and has a complex spatial 
distribution.  The Lower “Resistive” TMS is thickest in the eastern part of the study area, near 
the border between East Feliciana Parish and East Baton Rouge Parish, LA.  Another thick area 
of the Lower “Resistive” TMS is interpreted near the eastern portion of Vernon Parish, LA, but 









Figure 29. Average transit time (ΔtBaseline) of Upper Tuscaloosa strata contour (C.I. = 2 µs/ft.)
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Figure 32. “Resistive” TMS average calculated TOC color grid overlain by Base of TMS to Top of “Resistive” TMS (thickness in feet)
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Discussion 
Thermal Maturity, Porosity, and Pore Pressure 
           The north to south increase in thermal maturity is primarily a function of depth of burial, 
which increases from north to south.  Near the northwestern corner of Rapides Parish, LA, higher 
thermal maturity is observed toward the northwest.    This anomaly is consistent with SMU’s 
Geothermal Laboratory (Fig. 13).  An increase in thermal maturity is also observed in the north 
central part of the study area, near the northwest corner of Wilkinson County, MS; the southern 
border of Wilkinson County, MS; and the northeast corner of Amite County, MS.  These 
anomalies, like that of Rapides Parish, are associated with higher heat flow (Fig. 13) from the 
thicker crust of the LaSalle Arch, Wiggins Arch, and Sabine Uplift.  Measured %Ro data was not 
contributed to the TMGRC, and no literature indicating TMS maturity currently exists, so no 
calculated vs. measured %Ro comparisons were able to be conducted; however, proprietary gas 
to oil ratio production data, which are not allowed to be published in this study, support the 
calculated thermal maturity maps produced by this study.  
 Based on PetroMod® results, the entire study area is in the oil window (%Ro = 0.50-1.1).  
The region from the northern boundary of the study area to the 0.90 %Ro contour is in the 
portion of the oil window associated with the main phase of medium-gravity oil generation (Fig. 
7).  The region south of the 0.90 %Ro (10 LOM) contour is in the portion of the oil window 
associated with the later phase of oil generation and onset of wet gas generation.   
             Calculated porosity decreases from north to south, a trend that is consistent with increasing 
depth of burial.  Calculated porosity from the Indigo Bentley 34 model was subtracted from Resistive 
TMS core porosity values taken from a proprietary Terratek® mercury core injection dataset 
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contributed to the TMSGRC by Indigo Minerals. The Terratek®-measured porosity averaged 
7.7% through the Resistive TMS interval.  The calculated porosity was 8.3%, so the difference 
between the measured and modeled value was 0.6%.    
             Pore pressure increases from north to south, a trend that correlates with increasing depth 
of burial.  No measured pore pressure data was donated to the TMSGRC, so no calculated pore 
pressure vs. measured pore pressure comparisons were conducted; however, pore pressure was 
compared to mud weight-derived pore pressure in Figure 33.  The plotted linear relationship 
between mud weight-dervied pore pressure and PetroMod®-calculated pore pressure has a 
positive slope of 1.27 toward the y-axis.  This bias toward mud weight-calculated pore pressure 
suggests that pore pressures encountered while drilling through the TMS are greater than those 
calculated by PetroMod®.  This relationship is to be expected, as drillers typically 
overcompensate for pore pressure with higher mud weights in order to prevent blow outs.   
 
Figure 33. Mud Weight-Calculated vs. PetroMod®- Calculated Pore Pressure Plot 
y = 1.2686x - 782.64 
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 Model results indicate that the TMS is slightly above hydrostatic pressure throughout much 
of the study area.  A noticeable correlation between elevated present day heatflow and over pressure 
is observed.  This suggests that processes other than disequilibrium compaction, such as petroleum 
generation or aquathermal pressuring, may contribute to pore pressure generation.  This assumption 
is supported by the blowouts (in Amite Co. and Wilkinson Co., MS) mentioned in the introduction 
section.  
Total Organic Carbon and Log Overlay Analysis 
The complex spatial distribution of CTOC in Figures 28-30 is primarily a function of 
differing resistivity and sonic signatures throughout the play.  While some logging tools produce 
somewhat different log signatures from others, these differences are not significant enough to 
produce the observed differences in CTOC.  Instead, the complex spatial distribution of TOC 
within the TMS is thought to be a function of the open marine shelf environment.  
We know from observing modern open marine shelf depositionalenvironments, like that of 
South Louisiana, that the landscape has a very complex geomorphology.  While one area may 
be made up entirely of a sandy point bar with very little organic content, just a few hundred feet 
away there could be an organic-rich swamp.  Thus, it is the complex spatial distribution 
of chemically different geomorphology typical of open marine shelf environments that explains the 
complex spatial distribution of TOC within the Tuscaloosa Marine Shale.  Based on the results 
shown in the CTOC maps, it’s evident that the eastern part of the study area has a higher average 
TOC than western part of the study area, and given that thermal maturity was accounted for in 
the CTOC calculation, the lack of CTOC in the west is not a function of over-maturity or 
immaturity.  A CTOC map that uses the average LOM for the entire study area (9.4), instead of 
LOM for each individual model, is shown in Figure 34.  Figure 34, when compared to Figure 30, 
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has a much larger distribution of CTOC over 2%, but the trend of elevated CTOC is uniform 
throughout the entire study area.   
While the log overlay technique outlined by Passey et al. (1990) is useful for inexpensive 
evaluation of prospective shale plays for economic potential, it has its limitations.  In order to 
properly employ this technique, one must have access to enough log data cover the area of interest, 
and those logs must contain sonic or density curves. While it’s not required, in order 
to effectively calibrate CTOC logs, one must have access to measured TOC data.    Logging 
tools have differing resolutions, so in order to make sure the log tools can detect the formation 
being evaluated, the interpreter should ensure that the tools used to acquire his logs can resolve 
the observed thicknesses.  When looking at high TOC sections in logs, one should bear in mind 
the resolution of his logging tools, as high TOC sections are often too thin to be resolved by 
sonic and resistivity logging tools. 
Provided in Appendix V are measured TOC (Core_TOC) vs. CTOC plots for the logs 
containing geochemical data in this study.  While a rough 1:1 ratio is observed in most plots, a 
great deal of scatter is observed as well.  It’s believed that this scatter effect is a result of the 
limited/differing resolution of logging tools.  The TMS contains thinly laminated sections of 
organic material, calcareous material, and clays.  When there are more abundant layers of 
organic material in a section, the logs indicate a section of high TOC, but a core sample, which 
typically represents a small portion of the resolved logged section, may not contain as much 
organic material as the logs indicate, thus resulting in a relatively high CTOC value.  When a 
section with a relatively small amount of organic layers is logged, the CTOC curve reads low, 
but a core sample from that same interval may have a higher organic content than the average of 
the logged interval, thus resulting in a relatively high Core_TOC.  These effects are the primary 
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sources of error in this study.  Another source of error in this study is  in the type of 
resistivity/sonic tools used to log the TMS.  Some wells are decades apart in age, and the tools 
used to log wells those wells tend to be quite different due to technological advances.   
The scatter plots from the Deshotels and Bentley 34 wells do not follow a 1:1 trend 

























The Tuscaloosa Marine Shale formation (TMS) of Central Louisiana and South 
Mississippi was suggested as a potential hydrocarbon play with up to seven billion barrels of 
reserves in a 1997 study by Louisiana State University’s Basin Research Institute.  Since 1997, 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have enabled exploration and documentation of oil 
reserves in this play.  Prior to this study, high resistivity log curves were used to predict areas of 
economic interest.  While areas of high resistivity within the TMS are often indicative of high 
TOC, in order to determine the presence of hydrocarbons in pore space, sonic velocity and 
thermal maturation (the degree to which an organic source rock has been heated) must be 
considered.    PetroMod®  results indicate that the TMS is in the oil window (0.55 to 1.1 %Ro) 
throughout the study area and that %Ro, porosity (5-15%), and pore pressure (4366-9413 psi) 
roughly correlate with depth of burial.  Based on PetroMod® results and log overlay analysis, 
estimated TOC in the study area ranges from 0.5% to 3% and has a complex spatial distribution.  
Figure 35 shows an isochore contour map of the thickness of the Lower “Resistive” TMS 
interval underlain by its respective average CTOC grid.  The green dots shown on the map 
represent wells drilled in the TMS.  Several wells are annotated with drilling, completion, and 
production information.  A noticeable correlation between high TOC and high production is 
observed in this map, especially around the southern border between Mississippi and Louisiana.  
Within that area, the high CTOC area at the southern border of Amite County, MS has proven to 
be an especially economic area within the TMS.  Other areas of high CTOC have had variable 
success, but there are many for factors other than TOC that contribute to production success, 
most of which will be addressed by petroleum engineering experts taking part in the TMSGRC.   
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This study has effectively utilized a technique that employs the use of inexpensive log 
data to predict areas with high concentrations of TOC that are thermally mature, which are 
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Appendix I: Wells Used in Study 
UWI Operator Well Name Well # Lat.  Long. 
17009000870000 INACTIVE OPERATOR L A MOREAU 1 31.1506 -92.084297 
17009001650000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 31.195999 -91.797798 
17009202140000 DIXEL RESOURCES E L LYLES ET AL 1 30.981899 -92.156303 
17009202240000 PLACID OIL DUPUY 1 31.250551 -92.090416 
17009202620000 LOUISIANA-HUNT PETROLEUM CORP. BROADHEAD 1 31.303488 -92.08963 
17009205480000 BIG JOE OIL CO. BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 31.164066 -91.779655 
17009206340000 PRYME ENERGY, LLC 
AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 
20H 1 30.871279 -91.883003 
17009206420000 
 
DUPUY LAND CO 1 31.203415 -91.97992 
17029017350000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 31.357201 -91.690697 
17029018660000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ANGELINA LBR CO A1 31.2908 -91.758698 
17029227740000 ARKLA EXPLORATION COMPANY ELLIS EST 4 1 31.206707 -91.688805 
17029230560000 ZINKE & TRUMBO, INC. M C KNAPP 17 1 31.190832 -91.671112 
17033200740000 PENNINGTON C B LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 30.694487 -91.102371 
17033200860000 SHELL OIL COMPANY H M BRIAN ET AL 1 30.703625 -91.214119 
17033200960000 TGX CORPORATION 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 30.538771 -91.054169 
17033201060000 DUNE OPERATING COMPANY 18000 TUSC RA SUA;T J STRAIN 1 30.515619 -91.016884 
17033202300000 COALINGA CORPORATION L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 1 30.6964 -90.867455 
17033202360000 SUN EXPLORATION & PROD HERB PRICE 1 30.710098 -90.909386 
17033202440000 ARKLA EXPLORATION VUA;M L HARVEY EST 2 30.68017 -90.961159 
17033202500000 HILCORP ENERGY COMPANY 
17400 TUSC RA SUA;LIND 
DANIELS 1 30.640518 -91.263832 
17033202980000 HILCORP ENERGY COMPANY 
18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS 
ETAL 1 30.555555 -91.060837 
17037200030000 INACTIVE OPERATOR R PIPES ETAL 1 30.859501 -90.948799 
17037200050000 AMERICAN QUASAR PET C H ANDREWS II ETAL 1 30.839399 -90.974297 
17037200070000 EXCHANGE OIL AND GAS WARREN T PRICE 1 30.805908 -91.112877 
17037200120000 EXCHANGE OIL AND GAS ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET AL 1 30.805922 -91.159561 
17037200150000 COTTON PET 15400 TUSC RA SUC;HENRY L  1 30.771112 -91.205818 
17037200160000 COTTON PETROLEUM CORPORATION 15400 TUSC RA SUA;A C MCKOW 1 30.77932 -91.221733 
17037200210000 SUN OIL REFUGE PLANTATION INC 1 30.885422 -91.090088 
17037200310000 TEXACO, INC. JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 30.814861 -90.873131 
17037200360000 INACTIVE OPERATOR THOMAS PERKINS 1 30.976336 -90.910538 
17037200380000 SABINE DONALD J PHARES 1 30.944031 -90.964798 
17037200450000 SUN EXPLORATION & PROD SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 30.727623 -91.167961 
17037200530000 BOB BERTOLET 
L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT 
ETAL 2 30.95981 -91.149094 
17037200750000 OXY USA INC. L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN  2 30.993141 -91.014763 
17037200810000 OXY USA INC. PETERSON 1 30.993183 -91.092537 
17037201230000 GRAND GULF PRODUCTION, LLC GEORGIA PACIFIC 1 30.95149 -91.085327 
17037201450000 
 
RICHLAND PLANTATION A 1 30.996973 -91.022416 
17037201490000 
 
TMS RA SUA;LANE 64 
001-
ALT 30.790421 -91.107738 
17037201510000 
 
BEECH GROVE LAND CO 68 H 1 30.893325 -91.04966 
17037201540000 
 
RICHLAND FARMS INC 74 H 1 30.973677 -91.039047 
17037201570000 
 
BEECH GROVE 94 H 1 30.936248 -91.046112 
17043003360000 SHELL OIL COMPANY MARTIN LUMBER CO 1 31.66296 -92.64424 
17063200300000 BWM OF LOUISIANA, LLC 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 30.59557 -90.898308 
17063202640000 J. M. HUBER CORP. CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 1 30.600214 -90.712402 
17069202330000 ARCO OIL AND GAS HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 31.567726 -92.988434 
17069202550000 CONOCO BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 31.680401 -93.151237 
17077203500000 HUGHES EASTERN PET 
15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE 
HRS 1 30.903641 -91.58567 
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17077205580000 PENNINGTON OIL & GAS INT, LLC 19800 TUSC RA SUC;DELAPASSE 1 30.570278 -91.383888 
17077206020000 ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORP LACOUR 43  1 30.822 -91.603 
17079201330000 INACTIVE OPERATOR EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 31.439699 -92.220398 
17079202090000 HUNT PETROLEUM CORP. LANGSTON 1 31.150499 -92.520103 
17079203740000 EXXON MAMIE O MCGRAW 1 31.385071 -92.21933 
17079203750000 CONOCO J W HANNA JR 1 31.267738 -92.720192 
17079205380000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERATING LLC BENTLEY LUMBER 34 H 1 31.363632 -92.877586 
17079205390000 
 
BROADWAY H 1 31.124568 -92.278273 
17079205410000 
 
TMS RA SUA;LAMBRIGHT H 1 31.234424 -92.524051 
17085223930000 JUSTISS OIL COMPANY VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 31.320157 -93.465193 
17091200100000 EXXON CORP - STONE OIL CORP JULES R LINDSEY 1 30.8519 -90.698898 
17091200110000 SUPERIOR OIL CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 1 30.875599 -90.730415 
17091200140000 TEXAS PETROLEUM INVESTMENT CO TUSC RA SUA;RIGGS 1 30.848244 -90.663422 
17091200150000 GETTY OIL COMPANY M DIDOMENICA 1 30.765388 -90.839554 
17091200190000 TEXAS PETROLEUM INVESTMENT CO TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 1 30.841372 -90.665276 
17091200200000 HUGHES EASTERN PETROLEUM, LTD C J COLE 1 30.869272 -90.730042 
17091200250000 MID-AMERICA PETROLEUM, INC. C J COLE 2 30.865734 -90.725662 
17091200260000 HUGHES EASTERN CORPORATION TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 1 30.854902 -90.668243 
17091200360000 MCCLINTON 4 M INVESTMNT J W COLE ET AL 1 30.812456 -90.647316 
17091200460000 HUGHES EASTERN CORPORATION TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 1 30.854862 -90.67672 
17091200470000 SABINE CORPORATION CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 1 30.963795 -90.731056 
17091200590000 HUGHES EASTERN PET P G HOLLAND 1 30.857702 -90.712936 
17091200620000 TEXACO JACKSON HEIRS 1 30.833361 -90.699104 
17091200720000 FIRST ENERGY E HANKS ETAL 1 30.83704 -90.607529 
17091200810000 COALINGA CORPORATION L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 1 30.683395 -90.859612 
17091201050000 GULF COAST ENERGY L S HARVELL ET AL 1 30.764225 -90.831741 
17091201070000 ST. MARY OPERATING COMPANY TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES EST 1 30.813684 -90.644943 
17091201290000 BRIDWELL OIL MGMT OF AL, LLC WEYERHAEUSER 1 30.945499 -90.838303 
17091201370000 
 
WEYERHAEUSER 1 30.989531 -90.823395 
17091201450000 
 
WEYERHAEUSER 73 H 1 30.98679 -90.806363 
17091201470000 
 
WEYERHAEUSER 60 H 1 30.982732 -90.825507 
17091201480000 
 
TMS RA SUA;WEYERHAEUSER 14 
H 1 30.964551 -90.782977 
17091201500000 
 
WEYERHAEUSER 60 H 2 30.982682 -90.825408 
17091201510000 
 
TMS RA SUA;WEYERHAEUSER 72 
H 1 30.963021 -90.798017 
17103200260000 EXCHANGE OIL AND GAS CHARLES V CAROLLO 1 30.316957 -89.838387 
17105200070000 
 
WINFRED BLADES 1 30.924579 -90.377593 
17105200170000 FOREST OIL HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 30.699396 -90.360741 
17105200390000 
 
TMS RA SUA;SOTERRA 6 H 1 30.814992 -90.536931 
17105200420000 
 
TMS RA SUA;THOMAS 38 H 1 30.957894 -90.491692 
17115200200000 ARCO O & G CO-DIV ATL RICH CO WILLIAM T BURTON 2 31.164 -92.968903 
17115200300000 CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM CO. NORRIS H SMITH 1 30.989656 -93.518486 
17115202110000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERATING LLC BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 31.286671 -92.902451 
17117200030000 TEXAS PACIFIC OIL A D ALFORD 1 30.954283 -90.298042 
17117200050000 LA. LAND & EXPL. CO. CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 30.844946 -89.866257 
17117202300000 HELIS WILLIAM G ESTATE BURTON BLACKWELL 1 30.964787 -90.288994 
17117202310000 HELIS WILLIAM G ESTATE LARRY OTT 1 30.94906 -90.315918 
17125200080000 F W RABALAIS, INC. 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 1 30.884178 -91.584473 
17125200120000 JFD,INC 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 1 30.89077 -91.592651 
17125200140000 GOODHOPE REFINERIES S L 8278 1 30.972103 -91.574226 
17125200390000 BELLE OIL, INC. WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET AL 2 30.907219 -91.398056 
17125200420000 CHENIERE PET 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 3 30.892906 -91.59993 
17125200440000 ARKLA EXPLORATION HARVEY 1 30.849506 -91.262283 
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17125200530000 DIAMOND ENERGY CORP. MARSH 1 30.95966 -91.41774 
17125200550000 TEXACO, INC. LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 2 30.966385 -91.380989 
17125200960000 PRESIDIO EXPLORATION OAKLAND FARMS 1 30.989357 -91.431015 
17125201010000 HUNTER OIL & GAS, LLC L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 30.961679 -91.272629 
17125201130000 AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY JULES F LANDRY 1 30.888788 -91.330574 
17125201140000 PROBE OFFSHORE LLC M B BROWN ETAL 2 30.9778 -91.375908 
17125201170000 THE WISER OIL COMPANY J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 2 30.995178 -91.429901 
17125201310000 
 
TMS RA SUA;MURPHY 63 H 1 30.983693 -91.457032 
1779205380000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERATING LLC Bentley Lumber 34H 1 31.363632 -92.877586 
23001233350000 WINCHESTER PRODUCTION CO LTD SHIELDSBORO 1 31.34206 -91.417717 
23005001820000 PAN AM CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 1 31.199738 -90.686378 
23005201210000 R E WILLIAMS KENNA HEIRS 1 31.304239 -90.541512 
23005202440000 EXXON CORPORATION -LA PATE GERTRUDE H UN 1 31.021109 -90.708565 
23005202520000 CARL E. GUNGOLL EXPLORATION LLC BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 31.05418 -90.808083 
23005203170000 AMERADA HESS CORP. MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 31.210272 -90.828186 
23005203220000 SABINE CORPORATION WILLIAMS DALTON 1 31.04734 -90.659431 
23005203320000 BEAU COUP OIL & GAS COCKERHAM R E 31-5 1 31.183889 -90.648422 
23005203350000 TEXACO INC. GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 1 31.15181 -91.050934 
23005204180000 HAGAN CARLISLE EWELL ETAL # 1 31.07548 -90.994621 
23005204310000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORPORATION LEWIS "B"     # 1 # 1 31.1397 -90.980202 
23005204390000 BLACK JACK OIL CO., INC. HENSLEIGH 1 31.106482 -90.955879 
23005204510000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORPORATION NEI 34-10     1 1 31.005413 -90.586655 
23005204910000 ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORPORATION DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 1 31.07848 -91.017754 
23005206660000 WINCHESTER PROD. INC. EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 1 31.082132 -90.873985 
23005207390000 ENCANA OIL & GAS (USA) INC. ANDERSON 17H 1 1 31.0492 -90.731903 
23005207410000 ENCANA OIL & GAS (USA) INC. ANDERSON 18H 001 1 31.054497 -90.737877 
23005207481000 Encana Joe Jackson 4H 1 31.17204 -90.90959 
23113200200000 SUN OIL COMPANY W P SPINKS 1 31.15275 -90.539482 
23113200520000 CLEMENT & STOVER, HAGAN & WEWOK M D HALL UN 34-8 1 31.094988 -90.285347 
23113200530000 QUANTUM RESOURCES MANAGEMENT,  D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 # 1 31.07634 -90.508827 
23113200720000 INDIAN EXPLORATION INC CONERLY ETAL 1 31.167103 -90.29911 
23113200800000 MISSISSIPPI RESOURCES, LLC SLATON 4-16         1 1 31.07373 -90.500366 
23157209630000 AMOCO PRODUCTION CO. WILCOX OVID B ETAL 1 31.0851 -91.474503 
23157209640000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT U 1 31.046314 -91.333511 
23157210350000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP MARTENS-SESSIONS 2 31.052492 -91.336365 
23157210990000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 1 31.047096 -91.349861 
23157211070000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP THELMA SESSIONS 1 31.055218 -91.354622 
23157211390000 HUGHES & NEW OIL CO. OFALLON PLTN UN 1 31.180344 -91.474915 
23157213050000 EL TORO PRODUCTION CO INC CLARK CREEK         2 2 31.053431 -91.538658 
23157213270000 MCMORAN EXPLORATION SHARP R B ETAL 1 31.282032 -91.342361 
23157213350000 ALDRIDGE OPERATING CO., LLC THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 # 1 31.110319 -91.217117 
23157213850000 SANTA FE ENERGY OP PARTNERS LP BRANDON GEORGE B 1 31.012047 -91.464294 
23157214010000 HUGHES EASTERN CORPORATION TOLBERT-SESSIONS 1 31.087202 -91.478729 
23157214280000 SABINE CORPORATION PRATER R L 1 31.10313 -91.446358 
23157214610000 SABINE CORPORATION LEAKE J J 17-7 1 31.139299 -91.23304 
23157214680000 ARKLA EXPL. CO. LARRIEU 1 31.12294 -91.472733 
23157214690000 SABINE CORPORATION BELL LOUISE L 32-12 1 31.136721 -91.449799 
23157215260000 OXY USA INC JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 # 1 31.002941 -91.132141 
23157215740000 ORYX ENERGY COMPANY LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 1 31.172142 -91.086815 
23157216160000 OXY USA 1 31.25722 -91.12664 
23157216310000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORPORATION LONGMIER /A/         1 1 31.251209 -91.120743 
23157220270000 ENCANA OIL & GAS (USA) INC. HORSESHOE HILL 10H 1 1 31.057774 -91.244629 
23157220370000 GOODRICH PETROLEUM CO. LLC  CROSBY 12-1H 1 31.146999 -91.1633 
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Appendix II: PetroMod® Wells and Calculated Values 
 
 
UWI Operator Well Name Tmax (F) %Ro LOM φ (%) PP (psi) 
17009000870000 INACTIVE OPERATOR L A MOREAU 260.6 0.83 9.7 7.6 5932.0 
17009202140000 DIXEL RESOURCES E L LYLES ET AL 288.86 1.04 10.7 5.7 7309.9 
17009202240000 PLACID OIL DUPUY 240.8 0.74 9.1 8.3 5279.4 
17009202620000 LOUISIANA-HUNT PETROLEUM  BROADHEAD 228.2 0.72 9.0 8.7 4757.2 
17009205480000 BIG JOE OIL CO. BLACK STONE MINERALS C 239 0.74 9.1 7.5 5830.5 
17009206340000 PRYME ENERGY, LLC AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS  278.6 0.92 10.1 5.5 7759.5 
17029017350000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 242.6 0.76 9.3 8.3 5293.9 
17029227740000 ARKLA EXPLORATION COMPANY ELLIS EST 4 240.8 0.74 9.1 7.8 5946.5 
17033200860000 SHELL OIL COMPANY H M BRIAN ET AL 287.24 1.13 11.1 6.2 8658.8 
17033200960000 TGX CORPORATION 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 309.2 1.3 11.7 5.1 9412.9 
17037200070000 EXCHANGE OIL AND GAS WARREN T PRICE 262.4 0.84 9.7 6.7 7977.1 
17037200310000 TEXACO, INC. JOHN H HAUBERG JR 249.8 0.77 9.3 7.34 7542.0 
17037201450000 
 
RICHLAND PLANTATION A 253.4 0.8 9.5 7.2 6280.1 
17043003360000 SHELL OIL COMPANY MARTIN LUMBER CO 197.6 0.62 8.4 11 3393.9 
17063200300000 BWM OF LOUISIANA, LLC 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 275 1.01 10.6 6 7861.0 
17069202330000 ARCO OIL AND GAS HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 231.8 0.74 9.1 10.37 3727.5 
17069202550000 CONOCO BOISE SOUTHERN CO 158 0.47 7.2 15.53 1856.5 
17077203500000 HUGHES EASTERN PET 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIB 258.8 0.83 9.7 6.2 7353.4 
17079201330000 INACTIVE OPERATOR EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 228.2 0.72 9.0 9.41 4365.6 
17079202090000 HUNT PETROLEUM CORP. LANGSTON 257 0.82 9.6 7.23 7077.8 
17079203750000 CONOCO J W HANNA JR 260.6 0.82 9.6 7.91 6149.6 
17079205380000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERAT BENTLEY LUMBER 34 H 255.2 0.8 9.5 8.31 5279.4 
17085223930000 JUSTISS OIL COMPANY VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 251.6 0.82 9.6 9.6 4249.6 
17091200720000 FIRST ENERGY E HANKS ETAL 246.2 0.76 9.3 7.55 6294.6 
17091201290000 BRIDWELL OIL MGMT OF AL, LLC WEYERHAEUSER 248 0.76 9.3 7.55 6454.2 
17105200170000 FOREST OIL HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 244.4 0.76 9.3 8.92 6077.1 
17115200200000 ARCO O & G CO-DIV ATL RICH CO WILLIAM T BURTON 271.4 0.93 10.2 7.16 6004.6 
17115200300000 CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM CO. NORRIS H SMITH 293 1.12 11.0 6.9 6570.2 
17115202110000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERATIN BENTLEY LUMBER 32 251.6 0.81 9.6 7.93 5700.0 
17117200050000 LA. LAND & EXPL. CO. CROWN ZELLERBACH 233.6 0.7 8.9 9.32 4441.1 
17117202300000 HELIS WILLIAM G ESTATE BURTON BLACKWELL 228.2 0.69 8.8 8.5 5758.0 
17125200440000 ARKLA EXPLORATION HARVEY 262.4 0.83 9.7 6.83 8020.6 
17125201010000 HUNTER OIL & GAS, LLC L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 262.4 0.84 9.7 6.92 7005.3 
23001233350000 WINCHESTER PRODUCTION CO  SHIELDSBORO 246.2 0.77 9.3 8.16 5337.4 
23005201210000 R E WILLIAMS KENNA HEIRS 242.6 0.76 9.3 8.27 5157.5 
23005202520000 CARL E. GUNGOLL EXPLORATI BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 239 0.73 9.1 7.97 6106.1 
23005203170000 AMERADA HESS CORP. MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 251.6 0.78 9.4 8.24 5584.0 
23005204510000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORP NEI 34-10     1 230 0.71 9.0 8.35 5772.5 
23113200200000 SUN OIL COMPANY W P SPINKS 248 0.8 9.5 8.26 5221.4 
23113200720000 INDIAN EXPLORATION INC CONERLY ETAL 228.2 0.73 9.1 9.04 4815.3 
23157211390000 HUGHES & NEW OIL CO. OFALLON PLTN UN 242.6 0.75 9.2 7.57 5946.5 
23157213050000 EL TORO PRODUCTION CO INC CLARK CREEK         2 242.6 0.74 9.1 7.05 6555.7 
23157214610000 SABINE CORPORATION LEAKE J J 17-7 244.4 0.75 9.2 7.47 6006.0 
23157216310000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORP LONGMIER  1 230 0.69 8.8 8.28 5743.5 
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Appendix III: Wells Used in TOC Calculations and Values 
UWI Operator WellName Lat Long B Res. Ba Son. LOM Av.TOC 
17009000870000 INACTIVE OPERATOR L A MOREAU 31.151 -92.084 2.5 86.5 9.7 2.1 
17009001650000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 31.196 -91.798 2.4 91.1 9.2 2.0 
17009202140000 DIXEL RESOURCES E L LYLES ET AL 30.982 -92.156 4.5 77.3 10.7 0.8 
17009202240000 PLACID OIL DUPUY 31.251 -92.090 2.8 80.4 9.1 1.9 
17009202620000 LOUISIANA-HUNT PETROLEUM BROADHEAD 31.303 -92.090 3.1 175.0 9.0 1.7 
17009206340000 PRYME ENERGY, LLC AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS  30.871 -91.883 2.0 87.9 10.1 2.7 
17029017350000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 31.357 -91.691 3.3 91.6 9.3 0.7 
17029018660000 INACTIVE OPERATOR ANGELINA LBR CO 31.291 -91.759 2.6 86.6 9.2 1.6 
17029230560000 ZINKE & TRUMBO, INC. M C KNAPP 17 31.191 -91.671 2.9 88.4 9.2 2.4 
17033200740000 PENNINGTON C B LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 30.694 -91.102 2.3 82.7 10.8 1.6 
17033200860000 SHELL OIL COMPANY H M BRIAN ET AL 30.704 -91.214 2.1 83.5 11.1 1.5 
17033200960000 TGX CORPORATION 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 30.539 -91.054 3.7 78.8 11.7 0.3 
17033202300000 COALINGA CORPORATION L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 30.696 -90.867 1.9 86.8 9.9 2.6 
17033202360000 SUN EXPLORATION & PROD HERB PRICE 30.710 -90.909 2.1 85.3 9.9 2.0 
17033202440000 ARKLA EXPLORATION VUA;M L HARVEY EST 30.680 -90.961 2.7 82.9 10.3 2.0 
17033202980000 HILCORP ENERGY COMPANY 18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS  30.556 -91.061 2.4 82.7 11.6 0.7 
17037200030000 INACTIVE OPERATOR R PIPES ETAL 30.860 -90.949 2.6 88.9 9.3 2.0 
17037200050000 AMERICAN QUASAR PET C H ANDREWS II ETAL 30.839 -90.974 2.6 85.3 9.4 1.9 
17037200120000 EXCHANGE OIL AND GAS ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET  30.806 -91.160 2.2 85.2 9.8 1.6 
17037200310000 TEXACO, INC. JOHN H HAUBERG JR 30.815 -90.873 3.5 71.5 9.3 1.7 
17037200360000 INACTIVE OPERATOR THOMAS PERKINS 30.976 -90.911 3.5 84.1 9.4 1.9 
17037200380000 SABINE DONALD J PHARES 30.944 -90.965 3.2 80.5 9.4 1.8 
17037200530000 BOB BERTOLET L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT  30.960 -91.149 2.5 85.1 9.6 2.2 
17037200750000 OXY USA INC. L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN  30.993 -91.015 3.0 83.0 9.5 2.2 
17037200810000 OXY USA INC. PETERSON 30.993 -91.093 2.9 83.8 9.5 2.1 
17063200300000 BWM OF LOUISIANA, LLC 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 30.596 -90.898 1.6 86.5 10.6 2.3 
17063202640000 J. M. HUBER CORP. CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 30.600 -90.712 1.9 86.7 9.9 2.2 
17069202330000 ARCO OIL AND GAS HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 31.568 -92.988 1.7 105.2 9.1 0.8 
17069202550000 CONOCO BOISE SOUTHERN CO 31.680 -93.151 2.2 93.9 7.2 3.0 
17077203500000 HUGHES EASTERN PET 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE  30.904 -91.586 3.6 80.0 9.7 1.5 
17077206020000 ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORP LACOUR 43  30.822 -91.603 2.8 81.5 10.0 2.0 
17079201330000 INACTIVE OPERATOR EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 31.440 -92.220 2.5 80.7 9.0 2.1 
17079202090000 HUNT PETROLEUM CORP. LANGSTON 31.150 -92.520 2.7 82.5 9.6 1.3 
17079203750000 CONOCO J W HANNA JR 31.268 -92.720 3.6 75.0 9.6 0.5 
17079205380000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERATIN BENTLEY LUMBER 34 H 31.364 -92.878 4.0 98.0 9.5 0.5 
17085223930000 JUSTISS OIL COMPANY VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 31.320 -93.465     9.6 0.8 
17091200110000 SUPERIOR OIL CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 30.876 -90.730 3.4 83.3 9.2 1.7 
17091200150000 GETTY OIL COMPANY M DIDOMENICA 30.765 -90.840 2.1 85.4 9.5 2.0 
17091200190000 TEXAS PETROLEUM INVESTME TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 30.841 -90.665 3.1 83.9 9.3 1.9 
17091200200000 HUGHES EASTERN PETROLEUM,  C J COLE 30.869 -90.730 3.0 82.1 9.2 1.8 
17091200250000 MID-AMERICA PETROLEUM, INC. C J COLE 30.866 -90.726 3.1 83.3 9.2 1.8 
17091200260000 HUGHES EASTERN CORP TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 30.855 -90.668 2.8 84.3 9.2 2.0 
17091200360000 MCCLINTON 4 M INVESTMNT J W COLE ET AL 30.812 -90.647 2.8 82.6 9.3 1.6 
17091200460000 HUGHES EAST CORPORATION TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 30.855 -90.677 2.7 83.2 9.2 1.5 
17091200470000 SABINE CORPORATION CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 30.964 -90.731 2.8 82.2 9.1 2.3 
17091200590000 HUGHES EASTERN PET P G HOLLAND 30.858 -90.713 3.2 81.4 9.2 1.9 
17091200620000 TEXACO JACKSON HEIRS 30.833 -90.699 2.8 83.7 9.4 1.5 
17091200720000 FIRST ENERGY E HANKS ETAL 30.837 -90.608 3.5 77.3 9.3 1.7 
17091200810000 COALINGA CORPORATION L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 30.683 -90.860 2.2 86.7 9.9 2.3 
17091201050000 GULF COAST ENERGY L S HARVELL ET AL 30.764 -90.832 2.1 86.5 9.5 2.8 
17091201070000 ST. MARY OPERATING COMPANY TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES  30.814 -90.645 3.1 83.7 9.3 1.7 
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17091201290000 BRIDWELL OIL MGMT OF AL, LLC WEYERHAEUSER 30.945 -90.838 3.5 73.1 9.3 2.3 
17105200170000 FOREST OIL HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 30.699 -90.361 2.6 84.6 9.3 2.1 
17115200200000 ARCO O & G CO-DIV ATL RICH CO WILLIAM T BURTON 31.164 -92.969 6.1 77.6 10.2 1.9 
17115200300000 CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM CO. NORRIS H SMITH 30.990 -93.518 3.7 79.6 11.0 0.8 
17115202110000 INDIGO II LOUISIANA OPERAT BENTLEY LUMBER 32 31.287 -92.902 2.1 85.3 9.6 1.5 
17117200030000 TEXAS PACIFIC OIL A D ALFORD 30.954 -90.298 2.5 85.5 9.3 2.3 
17117200050000 LA. LAND & EXPL. CO. CROWN ZELLERBACH 30.845 -89.866 1.7 90.2 8.9 1.4 
17117202300000 HELIS WILLIAM G ESTATE BURTON BLACKWELL 30.965 -90.289 1.8 90.2 8.8 3.1 
17117202310000 HELIS WILLIAM G ESTATE LARRY OTT 30.949 -90.316 2.4 84.4 9.3 2.4 
17125200080000 F W RABALAIS, INC. 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 30.884 -91.584 2.9 79.6 9.8 2.0 
17125200120000 JFD,INC 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 30.891 -91.593 3.3 82.5 9.7 2.4 
17125200390000 BELLE OIL, INC. WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET 30.907 -91.398 3.1 81.9 9.8 1.8 
17125200420000 CHENIERE PET 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 30.893 -91.600 3.0 83.1 9.7 1.8 
17125200440000 ARKLA EXPLORATION HARVEY 30.850 -91.262 2.2 86.0 9.7 2.7 
17125200550000 TEXACO, INC. LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 30.966 -91.381 2.6 82.3 9.6 1.4 
17125200960000 PRESIDIO EXPLORATION OAKLAND FARMS 30.989 -91.431 2.8 82.9 9.5 2.4 
17125201010000 HUNTER OIL & GAS, LLC L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 30.962 -91.273 2.3 82.3 9.7 2.6 
17125201130000 AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY JULES F LANDRY 30.889 -91.331 2.7 82.1 9.8 1.9 
17125201140000 PROBE OFFSHORE LLC M B BROWN ETAL 30.978 -91.376 3.0 82.1 9.6 1.6 
17125201170000 THE WISER OIL COMPANY J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 30.995 -91.430 3.1 82.2 9.5 2.9 
23001233350000 WINCHESTER PRODUCTION CO  SHIELDSBORO 31.342 -91.418 3.4 85.1 9.3 1.4 
23005001820000 PAN AM CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 31.200 -90.686 3.2 86.7 9.5 1.9 
23005202440000 EXXON CORPORATION -LA PATE GERTRUDE H UN 31.021 -90.709 3.2 83.6 9.2 2.3 
23005202520000 CARL E. GUNGOLL EXPLORAT BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 31.054 -90.808 2.0 83.6 9.1 3.0 
23005203170000 AMERADA HESS CORP. MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 31.210 -90.828 3.5 82.0 9.4 1.3 
23005203220000 SABINE CORPORATION WILLIAMS DALTON 31.047 -90.659 3.4 81.3 9.1 2.1 
23005203320000 BEAU COUP OIL & GAS COCKERHAM R E 31-5 31.184 -90.648 3.0 81.0 9.5 1.6 
23005203350000 TEXACO INC. GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 31.152 -91.051 3.6 80.2 9.1 1.1 
23005204180000 HAGAN CARLISLE EWELL ETAL 31.075 -90.995 3.3 84.4 9.4 1.3 
23005204310000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORP LEWIS "B"     # 1 31.140 -90.980 3.3 81.5 9.2 2.1 
23005204510000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORP NEI 34-10     1 31.005 -90.587 3.6 83.0 9.0 1.9 
23005204910000 ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORP DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 31.078 -91.018 3.2 79.9 9.4 2.0 
23005206660000 WINCHESTER PROD. INC. EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 31.082 -90.874 3.1 80.0 9.2 2.1 
23113200200000 SUN OIL COMPANY W P SPINKS 31.153 -90.539 2.5 56.2 9.5 2.0 
23113200520000 CLEMENT & STOVER, HAGAN &  M D HALL UN 34-8 31.095 -90.285 2.7 83.3 8.8 1.6 
23113200530000 QUANTUM RESOURCES MANAG D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 31.076 -90.509 2.6 86.0 9.2 2.2 
23113200800000 MISSISSIPPI RESOURCES, LLC SLATON 4-16         1 31.074 -90.500 3.0 86.2 9.2 1.9 
23157209640000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT  31.046 -91.334 2.9 83.5 9.5 2.1 
23157210350000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP MARTENS-SESSIONS 31.052 -91.336 2.9 82.3 9.5 2.1 
23157210990000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 31.047 -91.350 2.8 82.4 9.5 2.4 
23157211070000 RADZEWICZ OPERATING CORP THELMA SESSIONS 31.055 -91.355 2.9 82.4 9.4 2.0 
23157211390000 HUGHES & NEW OIL CO. OFALLON PLTN UN 31.180 -91.475 2.2 85.0 9.2 2.2 
23157213050000 EL TORO PRODUCTION CO INC CLARK CREEK         2 31.053 -91.539 2.3 93.0 9.1 3.2 
23157213270000 MCMORAN EXPLORATION SHARP R B ETAL 31.282 -91.342 3.3 81.0 9.2 1.6 
23157213350000 ALDRIDGE OPERATING CO., LLC THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 31.110 -91.217 3.6 82.6 9.3 2.1 
23157213850000 SANTA FE ENERGY OP PARTNERS  BRANDON GEORGE B 31.012 -91.464 2.9 84.4 9.4 2.9 
23157214010000 HUGHES EASTERN CORP TOLBERT-SESSIONS 31.087 -91.479 3.3 82.9 9.2 2.1 
23157214280000 SABINE CORPORATION PRATER R L 31.103 -91.446 3.4 82.7 9.2 2.5 
23157214610000 SABINE CORPORATION LEAKE J J 17-7 31.139 -91.233 3.4 78.3 9.2 2.4 
23157214680000 ARKLA EXPL. CO. LARRIEU 31.123 -91.473 3.5 82.0 9.2 2.1 
23157214690000 SABINE CORPORATION BELL LOUISE L 32-12 31.137 -91.450 3.6 83.5 9.2 2.0 
23157215260000 OXY USA INC JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 31.003 -91.132 3.1 86.6 9.5 1.6 
23157215740000 ORYX ENERGY COMPANY LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 31.172 -91.087 3.9 82.9 9.0 1.9 
23157216160000 OXY USA 31.257 -91.127 2.6 82.3 8.9 2.5 
23157216310000 SANCHEZ OIL & GAS CORP LONGMIER A 1 31.251 -91.121 3.1 85.2 8.8 2.3 
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Appendix IV: Formation Picks 
UWI Well Name Well # Formation  Formation MD 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 Austin_Base 11653.4 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 Midway_Top 9299.22 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 Selma_Top 10222.8 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 TMS_Base 12208.3 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 TMS_RESIST 12140.9 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 TMS_Top 12047.1 
17009000870000 L A MOREAU 1 Wilcox_Top 5669.36 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 Austin_Base 11180.5 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 Midway_Top 8470.78 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 Selma_Top 10018 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 TMS_Base 11907.4 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 TMS_RESIST 11725.8 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 TMS_Top 11630.5 
17009001650000 ROY O MARTIN LUMBER CO INC 1 Wilcox_Top 3618 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 Austin_Base 14664.8 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 Midway_Top 11256.5 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 Selma_Top 14381.5 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 TMS_Base 15471.8 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 15315.5 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 TMS_Top 15173.9 
17009202140000 E L LYLES ET AL 1 Wilcox_Top 7937.06 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 Austin_Base 10400.3 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 Midway_Top 8248.89 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 Selma_Top 9151.67 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 TMS_Base 11009.5 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 TMS_RESIST 10895.3 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 TMS_Top 10767.6 
17009202240000 DUPUY 1 Wilcox_Top 4701.67 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 Austin_Base 9498.78 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 Midway_Top 7540.44 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 Selma_Top 8291.83 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 TMS_Base 10191.8 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 TMS_RESIST 10075.2 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 TMS_Top 9816.83 
17009202620000 BROADHEAD 1 Wilcox_Top 2048.78 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 Austin_Base 11576.5 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 Midway_Top 9329.28 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 Selma_Top 10580.7 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 TMS_Base 12255.9 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 TMS_RESIST 12137.6 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 TMS_Top 11895.9 
17009205480000 BLACK STONE MINERALS C 1 Wilcox_Top 4769.56 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 Austin_Base 15415.5 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 Midway_Top 11791.2 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 Selma_Top 14940.5 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 TMS_Base 16204.6 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 TMS_RESIST 16125.9 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 TMS_Top 16021.8 
17009206340000 AUS RA SUCC;DESHOTELS ETUX 20H 1 Wilcox_Top 8694.69 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 Austin_Base 10337.9 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 Midway_Top 7765.72 
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17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 Selma_Top 8857.39 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 TMS_Base 11087 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 TMS_RESIST 10935.2 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 TMS_Top 10879.6 
17029017350000 ANGELINA HDW LBR CO 9 Wilcox_Top 3506 
17029018660000 ANGELINA LBR CO A1 TMS_Base 11100.1 
17029018660000 ANGELINA LBR CO A1 TMS_RESIST 10972.6 
17029018660000 ANGELINA LBR CO A1 TMS_Top 10906.6 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 Austin_Base 11454.3 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 Midway_Top 8640.39 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 Selma_Top 10329.3 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 TMS_Base 12168.9 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 TMS_RESIST 12029.3 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 TMS_Top 11964.7 
17029227740000 ELLIS EST 4 1 Wilcox_Top 4383.44 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 Austin_Base 11471.4 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 Midway_Top 8938.06 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 Selma_Top 10539.4 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 TMS_Base 12161.7 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 TMS_RESIST 12024.2 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 TMS_Top 11946.4 
17029230560000 M C KNAPP 17 1 Wilcox_Top 5576.94 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 Austin_Base 14914.1 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 Midway_Top 12046 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 Selma_Top 13582.1 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 TMS_Base 15689.8 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 15548.1 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 TMS_Top 15441.1 
17033200740000 LUCILE W KLEINPETER ET AL 1 Wilcox_Top 9257.11 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 Austin_Base 15295.8 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 Midway_Top 7522.22 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 Selma_Top 14025 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 TMS_Base 16156.4 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 15900 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 TMS_Top 15752.8 
17033200860000 H M BRIAN ET AL 1 Wilcox_Top 3101.39 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 Austin_Base 16718.9 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 Midway_Top 8355 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 Selma_Top 15296.7 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 TMS_Base 18001.1 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 TMS_RESIST 17870.3 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 TMS_Top 17674.4 
17033200960000 18000 TUSC RB SUC;STARKEY 1 Wilcox_Top 4388.33 
17033201060000 18000 TUSC RA SUA;T J STRAIN 1 Austin_Base 16791.7 
17033201060000 18000 TUSC RA SUA;T J STRAIN 1 TMS_Base 18048.6 
17033201060000 18000 TUSC RA SUA;T J STRAIN 1 TMS_RESIST 17836.1 
17033201060000 18000 TUSC RA SUA;T J STRAIN 1 TMS_Top 17675 
17033202300000 L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 1 Austin_Base 13771.6 
17033202300000 L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 1 TMS_Base 14490.1 
17033202300000 L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 1 TMS_RESIST 14379.9 
17033202300000 L TUSC RB SUA;BARBER HEIRS 1 TMS_Top 14297.3 
17033202360000 HERB PRICE 1 Austin_Base 13819.8 
17033202360000 HERB PRICE 1 TMS_Base 14613.3 
17033202360000 HERB PRICE 1 TMS_RESIST 14473.3 
17033202360000 HERB PRICE 1 TMS_Top 14378.1 
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17033202440000 VUA;M L HARVEY EST 2 Austin_Base 14168.2 
17033202440000 VUA;M L HARVEY EST 2 TMS_Base 15015.9 
17033202440000 VUA;M L HARVEY EST 2 TMS_RESIST 14798.7 
17033202440000 VUA;M L HARVEY EST 2 TMS_Top 14657.1 
17033202980000 18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS ETAL 1 Austin_Base 17219.2 
17033202980000 18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS ETAL 1 TMS_Base 18285.8 
17033202980000 18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 18203.9 
17033202980000 18000 TUSC RB SUA;EDWARDS ETAL 1 TMS_Top 18033.1 
17037200030000 R PIPES ETAL 1 Austin_Base 13013.3 
17037200030000 R PIPES ETAL 1 TMS_Base 13856.4 
17037200030000 R PIPES ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 13737.6 
17037200030000 R PIPES ETAL 1 TMS_Top 13567.5 
17037200050000 C H ANDREWS II ETAL 1 Austin_Base 13350.4 
17037200050000 C H ANDREWS II ETAL 1 TMS_Base 14183.7 
17037200050000 C H ANDREWS II ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 14040 
17037200050000 C H ANDREWS II ETAL 1 TMS_Top 13910.1 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 Austin_Base 14222.5 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 Midway_Top 11280.8 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 Selma_Top 13005.8 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 TMS_Base 15088.5 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 TMS_Top 14870.4 
17037200070000 WARREN T PRICE 1 Wilcox_Top 7546.11 
17037200120000 ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET AL 1 Austin_Base 14204.3 
17037200120000 ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET AL 1 TMS_Base 14994.6 
17037200120000 ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 14804.3 
17037200120000 ELIZABETH JANE LANOUE ET AL 1 TMS_Top 14668.2 
17037200150000 15400 TUSC RA SUC;HENRY L MINO 1 Austin_Base 14614.4 
17037200150000 15400 TUSC RA SUC;HENRY L MINO 1 TMS_Top 14994.9 
17037200160000 15400 TUSC RA SUA;A C MCKOWEN 1 Austin_Base 14599.9 
17037200160000 15400 TUSC RA SUA;A C MCKOWEN 1 TMS_Base 15449.5 
17037200160000 15400 TUSC RA SUA;A C MCKOWEN 1 TMS_RESIST 15256.9 
17037200160000 15400 TUSC RA SUA;A C MCKOWEN 1 TMS_Top 15006.9 
17037200210000 REFUGE PLANTATION INC 1 Austin_Base 13305.9 
17037200210000 REFUGE PLANTATION INC 1 TMS_Base 14301.8 
17037200210000 REFUGE PLANTATION INC 1 TMS_RESIST 14037.9 
17037200210000 REFUGE PLANTATION INC 1 TMS_Top 13861.5 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 Austin_Base 13054.8 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 Midway_Top 10234 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 Selma_Top 11890.9 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 TMS_Base 13998.4 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 TMS_RESIST 13838.9 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 TMS_Top 13652.1 
17037200310000 JOHN H HAUBERG JR 1 Wilcox_Top 7386.78 
17037200360000 THOMAS PERKINS 1 Austin_Base 11945.3 
17037200360000 THOMAS PERKINS 1 TMS_Base 12826.9 
17037200360000 THOMAS PERKINS 1 TMS_RESIST 12683.5 
17037200360000 THOMAS PERKINS 1 TMS_Top 12600.8 
17037200380000 DONALD J PHARES 1 Austin_Base 12385.4 
17037200380000 DONALD J PHARES 1 TMS_Base 13235.4 
17037200380000 DONALD J PHARES 1 TMS_RESIST 13113.9 
17037200380000 DONALD J PHARES 1 TMS_Top 12982.7 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 Austin_Base 14953.8 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 Midway_Top 12770.5 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 Selma_Top 13739.9 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 TMS_Base 15794.8 
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17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 TMS_RESIST 15573.9 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 TMS_Top 15348.9 
17037200450000 SONNY JOHNSTON A 1 Wilcox_Top 9079.5 
17037200530000 L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT ETAL 2 Austin_Base 12775.2 
17037200530000 L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT ETAL 2 TMS_Base 13574.9 
17037200530000 L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT ETAL 2 TMS_RESIST 13448.8 
17037200530000 L TUSC RA SUA;B L BENNETT ETAL 2 TMS_Top 13316.8 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 Austin_Base 12157.3 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 Midway_Top 8923.94 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 Selma_Top 11128.1 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 TMS_Base 12986.9 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 TMS_RESIST 12855.9 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 TMS_Top 12721.2 
17037200750000 L TUSC RA SUB;RICHLAND PLTN A 2 Wilcox_Top 5332.28 
17037200810000 PETERSON 1 Austin_Base 12394.1 
17037200810000 PETERSON 1 TMS_Base 13209.3 
17037200810000 PETERSON 1 TMS_RESIST 13070.4 
17037200810000 PETERSON 1 TMS_Top 12939.9 
17037201230000 GEORGIA PACIFIC 1 Austin_Base 12795.8 
17037201230000 GEORGIA PACIFIC 1 TMS_Base 13665.3 
17037201230000 GEORGIA PACIFIC 1 TMS_RESIST 13456.9 
17037201230000 GEORGIA PACIFIC 1 TMS_Top 13325 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 Austin_Base 14800.8 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 Midway_Top 7928.61 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 Selma_Top 13153.6 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 TMS_Base 15580.7 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 TMS_RESIST 15412.6 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 TMS_Top 15236.9 
17063200300000 15600 TUSC RA SUA;CARAWAY 1 Wilcox_Top 3239.72 
17063202640000 CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 1 Austin_Base 13923.6 
17063202640000 CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 1 TMS_Base 14673.6 
17063202640000 CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 1 TMS_RESIST 14573.6 
17063202640000 CAVENHAM FOREST IND DIV 1 TMS_Top 14452.8 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 Austin_Base 7718.94 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 Midway_Top 5120.33 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 Selma_Top 5937 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 TMS_Base 8109.69 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 TMS_RESIST 8032.83 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 TMS_Top 7993.94 
17069202330000 HUFFMAN-MCNEELY 1 Wilcox_Top 1363.39 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 Austin_Base 4056.39 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 Midway_Top 2331.39 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 Selma_Top 3373.06 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 TMS_Base 5125.83 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 TMS_RESIST 5009.17 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 TMS_Top 4828.61 
17069202550000 BOISE SOUTHERN CO 1 Wilcox_Top 999.44 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 Austin_Base 14193.7 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 Midway_Top 11249.3 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 Selma_Top 13263.2 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 TMS_Base 14999.3 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 TMS_RESIST 14850 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 TMS_Top 14750.7 
17077203500000 15100TUSCRASUA;I CLAIBORNE HRS 1 Wilcox_Top 6859 
17077205580000 19800 TUSC RA SUC;DELAPASSE 1 Austin_Base 17955 
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17077205580000 19800 TUSC RA SUC;DELAPASSE 1 TMS_Base 19139.7 
17077205580000 19800 TUSC RA SUC;DELAPASSE 1 TMS_RESIST 19061.9 
17077205580000 19800 TUSC RA SUC;DELAPASSE 1 TMS_Top 18977.9 
17077206020000 LACOUR 43  1 Austin_Base 15370.2 
17077206020000 LACOUR 43  1 TMS_Base 16165.9 
17077206020000 LACOUR 43  1 TMS_RESIST 16085.2 
17077206020000 LACOUR 43  1 TMS_Top 15944.1 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 Austin_Base 8512.83 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 Midway_Top 5867 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 Selma_Top 6712.83 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 TMS_Base 9359.36 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 9229.96 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 TMS_Top 9042.93 
17079201330000 EDGAR R SLAY ETAL 1 Wilcox_Top 2297.56 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 Austin_Base 13113.8 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 Midway_Top 9668 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 Selma_Top 10943 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 TMS_Base 13642.7 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 TMS_RESIST 13542.3 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 TMS_Top 13480.5 
17079202090000 LANGSTON 1 Wilcox_Top 5098.56 
17079203740000 MAMIE O MCGRAW 1 Austin_Base 9032.28 
17079203740000 MAMIE O MCGRAW 1 TMS_Base 9851.72 
17079203740000 MAMIE O MCGRAW 1 TMS_RESIST 9665.61 
17079203740000 MAMIE O MCGRAW 1 TMS_Top 9560.06 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 Austin_Base 11639.9 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 Midway_Top 8850.33 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 Selma_Top 9667 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 TMS_Base 12155.2 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 TMS_RESIST 12069.8 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 TMS_Top 12010.8 
17079203750000 J W HANNA JR 1 Wilcox_Top 4921.17 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 Austin_Base 8898.75 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 Midway_Top 6148.75 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 Selma_Top 7177.92 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 TMS_Base 9128.61 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 9040.42 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 TMS_Top 9030 
17085223930000 VUA;ZAP MINERALS ETAL 1 Wilcox_Top 2539.72 
17091200100000 JULES R LINDSEY 1 TMS_Base 12743.8 
17091200100000 JULES R LINDSEY 1 TMS_Top 12548.7 
17091200110000 CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 1 Austin_Base 12105.9 
17091200110000 CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 1 TMS_Base 13006.9 
17091200110000 CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 12886.5 
17091200110000 CATHERINE COLE PETTY ET AL 1 TMS_Top 12803.2 
17091200140000 TUSC RA SUA;RIGGS 1 Austin_Base 12002.6 
17091200140000 TUSC RA SUA;RIGGS 1 TMS_Base 12911.4 
17091200140000 TUSC RA SUA;RIGGS 1 TMS_RESIST 12723.4 
17091200140000 TUSC RA SUA;RIGGS 1 TMS_Top 12577.6 
17091200150000 M DIDOMENICA 1 Austin_Base 13190.7 
17091200150000 M DIDOMENICA 1 TMS_Base 14157.4 
17091200150000 M DIDOMENICA 1 TMS_RESIST 14018.5 
17091200150000 M DIDOMENICA 1 TMS_Top 13869.9 
17091200190000 TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 1 Austin_Base 12009.1 
17091200190000 TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 1 TMS_Base 12880.4 
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17091200190000 TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 1 TMS_RESIST 12757 
17091200190000 TUSC RA SUC;STEPHENS 1 TMS_Top 12675.7 
17091200200000 C J COLE 1 Austin_Base 12113.6 
17091200200000 C J COLE 1 TMS_Base 13003.4 
17091200200000 C J COLE 1 TMS_RESIST 12851.1 
17091200200000 C J COLE 1 TMS_Top 12699.7 
17091200250000 C J COLE 2 Austin_Base 12121.9 
17091200250000 C J COLE 2 TMS_Base 12996.9 
17091200250000 C J COLE 2 TMS_RESIST 12877.5 
17091200250000 C J COLE 2 TMS_Top 12798.3 
17091200260000 TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 1 Austin_Base 12019.4 
17091200260000 TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 1 TMS_Base 12895.8 
17091200260000 TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 1 TMS_RESIST 12765.2 
17091200260000 TUSC RA SUQ;MEADOWS 1 TMS_Top 12661.1 
17091200360000 J W COLE ET AL 1 Austin_Base 11971.7 
17091200360000 J W COLE ET AL 1 TMS_Base 12838.3 
17091200360000 J W COLE ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 12710.6 
17091200360000 J W COLE ET AL 1 TMS_Top 12650.1 
17091200460000 TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 1 Austin_Base 12044.7 
17091200460000 TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 1 TMS_Base 12927.6 
17091200460000 TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 1 TMS_RESIST 12776.7 
17091200460000 TUSC RA SUP;R M CARTER 1 TMS_Top 12735 
17091200470000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 1 Austin_Base 11530.3 
17091200470000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 1 TMS_Base 12432.4 
17091200470000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 1 TMS_RESIST 12273.4 
17091200470000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 17 1 TMS_Top 12212.3 
17091200590000 P G HOLLAND 1 Austin_Base 12108.8 
17091200590000 P G HOLLAND 1 TMS_Base 12968.5 
17091200590000 P G HOLLAND 1 TMS_RESIST 12854.6 
17091200590000 P G HOLLAND 1 TMS_Top 12782.4 
17091200620000 JACKSON HEIRS 1 Austin_Base 12101.7 
17091200620000 JACKSON HEIRS 1 TMS_Base 12941.7 
17091200620000 JACKSON HEIRS 1 TMS_RESIST 12819.8 
17091200620000 JACKSON HEIRS 1 TMS_Top 12742 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 Austin_Base 11803 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 Midway_Top 9368.28 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 Selma_Top 10740.5 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 TMS_Base 12693.3 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 12559.3 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 TMS_Top 12504.4 
17091200720000 E HANKS ETAL 1 Wilcox_Top 4807.17 
17091200810000 L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 1 Austin_Base 13771.6 
17091200810000 L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 1 TMS_Base 14537.7 
17091200810000 L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 1 TMS_RESIST 14440.3 
17091200810000 L TUSC RA SUE;CLEMONS 1 TMS_Top 14364.6 
17091201050000 L S HARVELL ET AL 1 Austin_Base 13212.3 
17091201050000 L S HARVELL ET AL 1 TMS_Base 14085 
17091201050000 L S HARVELL ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 13999.1 
17091201050000 L S HARVELL ET AL 1 TMS_Top 13841.4 
17091201070000 TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES EST 1 Austin_Base 11936.3 
17091201070000 TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES EST 1 TMS_Base 12785.4 
17091201070000 TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES EST 1 TMS_RESIST 12666.8 
17091201070000 TUSC RA SUGG;R D BRIDGES EST 1 TMS_Top 12586.3 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 Austin_Base 11952.7 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 Midway_Top 9845.78 
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17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 Selma_Top 10865.2 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 TMS_Base 12835.6 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 TMS_RESIST 12700.9 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 TMS_Top 12627.3 
17091201290000 WEYERHAEUSER 1 Wilcox_Top 6402.72 
17103200260000 CHARLES V CAROLLO 1 Austin_Base 11438.8 
17103200260000 CHARLES V CAROLLO 1 TMS_Base 12295.7 
17103200260000 CHARLES V CAROLLO 1 TMS_RESIST 12101.3 
17103200260000 CHARLES V CAROLLO 1 TMS_Top 12020.7 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 Austin_Base 11864.6 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 Midway_Top 9509 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 Selma_Top 10710.4 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 TMS_Base 12752.1 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 TMS_RESIST 12686.8 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 TMS_Top 12534 
17105200170000 HENRY A CAPDEBOSCQ SR 1 Wilcox_Top 4206.22 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 Austin_Base 11580.9 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 Midway_Top 9215.67 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 Selma_Top 10722.6 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 TMS_Base 12812.9 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 TMS_RESIST 12576.8 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 TMS_Top 12312.9 
17115200200000 WILLIAM T BURTON 2 Wilcox_Top 3557.33 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 Austin_Base 13051 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 Midway_Top 10198.2 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 Selma_Top 11124.6 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 TMS_Base 13435.7 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 TMS_RESIST 13374.6 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 TMS_Top 13312.1 
17115200300000 NORRIS H SMITH 1 Wilcox_Top 3799.61 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 Austin_Base 11263.9 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 Midway_Top 8381.94 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 Selma_Top 9243.06 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 TMS_Base 11763.2 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 TMS_RESIST 11609 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 TMS_Top 11470.8 
17115202110000 BENTLEY LUMBER 32 1 Wilcox_Top 3605.56 
17117200030000 A D ALFORD 1 Austin_Base 10399 
17117200030000 A D ALFORD 1 TMS_Base 11416.2 
17117200030000 A D ALFORD 1 TMS_RESIST 11312.2 
17117200030000 A D ALFORD 1 TMS_Top 11212.9 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 Austin_Base 8522.75 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 Midway_Top 6599.83 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 Selma_Top 7481.08 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 TMS_Base 9520.67 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 TMS_RESIST 9449.37 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 TMS_Top 9374.83 
17117200050000 CROWN ZELLERBACH 2 Wilcox_Top 3598.44 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 Austin_Base 10336.3 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 Midway_Top 8204.33 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 Selma_Top 9107.11 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 TMS_Base 11353.4 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 TMS_RESIST 11243.9 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 TMS_Top 11188.5 
17117202300000 BURTON BLACKWELL 1 Wilcox_Top 5105.72 
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17117202310000 LARRY OTT 1 Austin_Base 10457.7 
17117202310000 LARRY OTT 1 TMS_Base 11473.8 
17117202310000 LARRY OTT 1 TMS_RESIST 11372.3 
17117202310000 LARRY OTT 1 TMS_Top 11316.3 
17125200080000 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 1 Austin_Base 14324.9 
17125200080000 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 1 TMS_Base 15076.3 
17125200080000 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 1 TMS_RESIST 14979.1 
17125200080000 15100 TUSC RB SUC;TOWLES 1 TMS_Top 14875.6 
17125200120000 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 1 Austin_Base 14365 
17125200120000 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 1 TMS_Base 15042.8 
17125200120000 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 14937.2 
17125200120000 15100 TUSC RB SUB;DHA ET AL 1 TMS_Top 14817.8 
17125200140000 S L 8278 1 Austin_Base 13404.7 
17125200140000 S L 8278 1 TMS_Base 14150.6 
17125200140000 S L 8278 1 TMS_RESIST 14020 
17125200140000 S L 8278 1 TMS_Top 13897.8 
17125200390000 WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET AL 2 Austin_Base 13875.4 
17125200390000 WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET AL 2 TMS_Base 14686.5 
17125200390000 WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET AL 2 TMS_RESIST 14515 
17125200390000 WX 70 RA SUE;T B FRENCH ET AL 2 TMS_Top 14461.5 
17125200420000 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 3 Austin_Base 14326.6 
17125200420000 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 3 TMS_Base 15064.8 
17125200420000 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 3 TMS_RESIST 14987.7 
17125200420000 15100 TUSC RB SUA;HYMAN JR 3 TMS_Top 14861.3 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 Austin_Base 14118.3 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 Midway_Top 10451.6 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 Selma_Top 12948.8 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 TMS_Base 14894.7 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 TMS_RESIST 14760.6 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 TMS_Top 14662.7 
17125200440000 HARVEY 1 Wilcox_Top 7955.78 
17125200530000 MARSH 1 TMS_Base 14310.3 
17125200530000 MARSH 1 TMS_RESIST 13515.8 
17125200530000 MARSH 1 TMS_Top 14022.8 
17125200550000 LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 2 Austin_Base 13428.7 
17125200550000 LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 2 TMS_Base 14209.3 
17125200550000 LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 2 TMS_RESIST 14100.9 
17125200550000 LLOYD LINDSEY ETAL 2 TMS_Top 13998.9 
17125200960000 OAKLAND FARMS 1 Austin_Base 13282.4 
17125200960000 OAKLAND FARMS 1 TMS_Base 14044.9 
17125200960000 OAKLAND FARMS 1 TMS_RESIST 13867.1 
17125200960000 OAKLAND FARMS 1 TMS_Top 13807.4 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 Austin_Base 13112.6 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 Midway_Top 10477.9 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 Selma_Top 11802.9 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 TMS_Base 13903.4 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 TMS_RESIST 13740.4 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 TMS_Top 13668.2 
17125201010000 L TUSC A RA SUA;A SPILLMAN 6 Wilcox_Top 7115.39 
17125201130000 JULES F LANDRY 1 Austin_Base 13910.1 
17125201130000 JULES F LANDRY 1 TMS_Base 14719.6 
17125201130000 JULES F LANDRY 1 TMS_RESIST 14530.9 
17125201130000 JULES F LANDRY 1 TMS_Top 14389.3 
17125201140000 M B BROWN ETAL 2 Austin_Base 13207.8 
17125201140000 M B BROWN ETAL 2 TMS_Base 13975.9 
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17125201140000 M B BROWN ETAL 2 TMS_Top 13749.5 
17125201170000 J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 2 Austin_Base 13286.6 
17125201170000 J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 2 TMS_Base 14042.2 
17125201170000 J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 2 TMS_RESIST 13899.1 
17125201170000 J B & HILDA BRUNT ET AL 2 TMS_Top 13801.9 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 Austin_Base 10399.8 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 Midway_Top 8948.44 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 Selma_Top 10002.6 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 TMS_Base 10856.8 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 TMS_RESIST 10789.2 
1779205380000 Bentley Lumber 34H 1 TMS_Top 10749.4 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 Austin_Base 10483 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 Midway_Top 7694.11 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 Selma_Top 9234.39 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 TMS_Base 11234.9 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 TMS_RESIST 11124.7 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 TMS_Top 11055.2 
23001233350000 SHIELDSBORO 1 Wilcox_Top 3819.11 
23005001820000 CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 1 Austin_Base 10170.9 
23005001820000 CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 1 TMS_Base 11116.7 
23005001820000 CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 1 TMS_RESIST 11013.3 
23005001820000 CENTRAL LBR CO UNIT 1 TMS_Top 10941 
23005202440000 PATE GERTRUDE H UN 1 Austin_Base 11202.8 
23005202440000 PATE GERTRUDE H UN 1 TMS_Base 12140.8 
23005202440000 PATE GERTRUDE H UN 1 TMS_RESIST 12000.1 
23005202440000 PATE GERTRUDE H UN 1 TMS_Top 11918.1 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 Austin_Base 11232.6 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 Midway_Top 9061.78 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 Selma_Top 10118.7 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 TMS_Base 12131.9 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 TMS_RESIST 12040.3 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 TMS_Top 11921.5 
23005202520000 BD OF ED ETAL UNIT         1 1 Wilcox_Top 5625.67 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 Austin_Base 10480.1 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 Midway_Top 8182.89 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 Selma_Top 9498.17 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 TMS_Base 11403 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 TMS_RESIST 11275.9 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 TMS_Top 11216.9 
23005203170000 MCLAIN D ETAL 20-10 1 Wilcox_Top 4930.11 
23005203220000 WILLIAMS DALTON 1 Austin_Base 10864.4 
23005203220000 WILLIAMS DALTON 1 TMS_Base 11820.4 
23005203220000 WILLIAMS DALTON 1 TMS_RESIST 11719.3 
23005203220000 WILLIAMS DALTON 1 TMS_Top 11666.5 
23005203320000 COCKERHAM R E 31-5 1 Austin_Base 10270.7 
23005203320000 COCKERHAM R E 31-5 1 TMS_Base 11225.8 
23005203320000 COCKERHAM R E 31-5 1 TMS_RESIST 11122.8 
23005203320000 COCKERHAM R E 31-5 1 TMS_Top 11033.9 
23005203350000 GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 1 Austin_Base 11302.7 
23005203350000 GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 1 TMS_Base 12150.9 
23005203350000 GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 1 TMS_RESIST 11999.9 
23005203350000 GRIFFIN ETAL 8-13 1 TMS_Top 11908.3 
23005204180000 EWELL ETAL # 1 Austin_Base 11515.6 
23005204180000 EWELL ETAL # 1 TMS_Base 12364.7 
23005204180000 EWELL ETAL # 1 TMS_RESIST 12235.1 
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23005204180000 EWELL ETAL # 1 TMS_Top 12155.9 
23005204310000 LEWIS "B"     # 1 # 1 Austin_Base 11126.1 
23005204310000 LEWIS "B"     # 1 # 1 TMS_Base 11982.1 
23005204310000 LEWIS "B"     # 1 # 1 TMS_RESIST 11830.2 
23005204310000 LEWIS "B"     # 1 # 1 TMS_Top 11749.7 
23005204390000 HENSLEIGH 1 Austin_Base 11252.8 
23005204390000 HENSLEIGH 1 TMS_Base 12129.9 
23005204390000 HENSLEIGH 1 TMS_RESIST 11936.9 
23005204390000 HENSLEIGH 1 TMS_Top 11873.7 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 Austin_Base 10570.7 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 Midway_Top 8505.44 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 Selma_Top 9490.17 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 TMS_Base 11496.6 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 TMS_RESIST 11410.3 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 TMS_Top 11273.5 
23005204510000 NEI 34-10     1 1 Wilcox_Top 5399.89 
23005204910000 DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 1 Austin_Base 11568.2 
23005204910000 DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 1 TMS_Base 12402 
23005204910000 DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 12261.3 
23005204910000 DIXON HAZEL G ETAL 1 TMS_Top 12172.4 
23005206660000 EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 1 Austin_Base 11285.7 
23005206660000 EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 1 TMS_Base 12143.6 
23005206660000 EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 1 TMS_RESIST 12001.7 
23005206660000 EPIC EXPL/ALFREDA PIERCE 1 TMS_Top 11935.7 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 Austin_Base 10042.1 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 Midway_Top 6656 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 Selma_Top 8814.33 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 TMS_Base 11059.7 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 TMS_RESIST 10936.1 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 TMS_Top 10657.4 
23113200200000 W P SPINKS 1 Wilcox_Top 2672.67 
23113200520000 M D HALL UN 34-8 1 Austin_Base 9835.22 
23113200520000 M D HALL UN 34-8 1 TMS_Base 10878.3 
23113200520000 M D HALL UN 34-8 1 TMS_RESIST 10806.1 
23113200520000 M D HALL UN 34-8 1 TMS_Top 10707.4 
23113200530000 D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 # 1 Austin_Base 10250.2 
23113200530000 D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 # 1 TMS_Base 11277.9 
23113200530000 D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 # 1 TMS_RESIST 11160.6 
23113200530000 D. B. SLATON 4-14  1 # 1 TMS_Top 11057.8 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 Austin_Base 9595 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 Midway_Top 7295 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 Selma_Top 8404.72 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 TMS_Base 10061.7 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 9971.39 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 TMS_Top 9854.72 
23113200720000 CONERLY ETAL 1 Wilcox_Top 3889.44 
23113200800000 SLATON 4-16         1 1 Austin_Base 10266.7 
23113200800000 SLATON 4-16         1 1 TMS_Base 11284.1 
23113200800000 SLATON 4-16         1 1 TMS_RESIST 11154.2 
23113200800000 SLATON 4-16         1 1 TMS_Top 11046.6 
23157209630000 WILCOX OVID B ETAL 1 Austin_Base 12583 
23157209630000 WILCOX OVID B ETAL 1 TMS_Base 13302.9 
23157209630000 WILCOX OVID B ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 13173.3 
23157209630000 WILCOX OVID B ETAL 1 TMS_Top 13082.3 
23157209640000 SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT UNIT 1 Austin_Base 12625.2 
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23157209640000 SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT UNIT 1 TMS_Base 13364.1 
23157209640000 SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT UNIT 1 TMS_RESIST 13230.7 
23157209640000 SESSIONS-SREIGHT-STOCKETT UNIT 1 TMS_Top 13133.5 
23157210350000 MARTENS-SESSIONS 2 Austin_Base 12603.9 
23157210350000 MARTENS-SESSIONS 2 TMS_Base 13354.8 
23157210350000 MARTENS-SESSIONS 2 TMS_RESIST 13218.5 
23157210350000 MARTENS-SESSIONS 2 TMS_Top 13122.6 
23157210990000 DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 1 Austin_Base 12650.6 
23157210990000 DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 1 TMS_Base 13387.6 
23157210990000 DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 1 TMS_RESIST 13245.1 
23157210990000 DELEE-SCOTT UNIT "1" 1 TMS_Top 13163.1 
23157211070000 THELMA SESSIONS 1 Austin_Base 12507 
23157211070000 THELMA SESSIONS 1 TMS_Base 13250.8 
23157211070000 THELMA SESSIONS 1 TMS_RESIST 13104.2 
23157211070000 THELMA SESSIONS 1 TMS_Top 13001.4 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 Austin_Base 11567.2 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 Midway_Top 8610.28 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 Selma_Top 10639.4 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 TMS_Base 12313.1 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 TMS_RESIST 12165.1 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 TMS_Top 12052.6 
23157211390000 OFALLON PLTN UN 1 Wilcox_Top 5621.39 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 Austin_Base 12636.1 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 Midway_Top 9650.64 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 Selma_Top 11724.9 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 TMS_Base 13369.9 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 TMS_RESIST 13222.2 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 TMS_Top 13119.4 
23157213050000 CLARK CREEK         2 2 Wilcox_Top 6619.39 
23157213270000 SHARP R B ETAL 1 Austin_Base 10824.4 
23157213270000 SHARP R B ETAL 1 TMS_Base 11564.7 
23157213270000 SHARP R B ETAL 1 TMS_RESIST 11484.8 
23157213270000 SHARP R B ETAL 1 TMS_Top 11408.4 
23157213350000 THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 # 1 Austin_Base 11951.2 
23157213350000 THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 # 1 TMS_Base 12754.9 
23157213350000 THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 # 1 TMS_RESIST 12622.8 
23157213350000 THELMA SESSIONS 28-7 1 # 1 TMS_Top 12499.1 
23157213850000 BRANDON GEORGE B 1 Austin_Base 13165.3 
23157213850000 BRANDON GEORGE B 1 TMS_Base 13904.2 
23157213850000 BRANDON GEORGE B 1 TMS_RESIST 13750 
23157213850000 BRANDON GEORGE B 1 TMS_Top 13638.2 
23157214010000 TOLBERT-SESSIONS 1 Austin_Base 12443.8 
23157214010000 TOLBERT-SESSIONS 1 TMS_Base 13166.5 
23157214010000 TOLBERT-SESSIONS 1 TMS_RESIST 13040.3 
23157214010000 TOLBERT-SESSIONS 1 TMS_Top 12948.6 
23157214280000 PRATER R L 1 Austin_Base 12423.2 
23157214280000 PRATER R L 1 TMS_Base 13159.8 
23157214280000 PRATER R L 1 TMS_RESIST 13009.3 
23157214280000 PRATER R L 1 TMS_Top 12905.9 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 Austin_Base 11678.8 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 Midway_Top 9285.72 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 Selma_Top 10673.2 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 TMS_Base 12475.5 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 TMS_RESIST 12340.6 
23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 TMS_Top 12221.1 
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23157214610000 LEAKE J J 17-7 1 Wilcox_Top 5830.17 
23157214680000 LARRIEU 1 Austin_Base 12141.1 
23157214680000 LARRIEU 1 TMS_Base 12863.8 
23157214680000 LARRIEU 1 TMS_RESIST 12730 
23157214680000 LARRIEU 1 TMS_Top 12602.2 
23157214690000 BELL LOUISE L 32-12 1 Austin_Base 11988.9 
23157214690000 BELL LOUISE L 32-12 1 TMS_Base 12733.3 
23157214690000 BELL LOUISE L 32-12 1 TMS_RESIST 12600 
23157214690000 BELL LOUISE L 32-12 1 TMS_Top 12450.7 
23157215260000 JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 # 1 Austin_Base 12477.5 
23157215260000 JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 # 1 TMS_Base 13299 
23157215260000 JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 # 1 TMS_RESIST 13153.9 
23157215260000 JOSEPH A ROLLINS 45-10 # 1 TMS_Top 13019.2 
23157215740000 LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 1 Austin_Base 11217.7 
23157215740000 LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 1 TMS_Base 12064.9 
23157215740000 LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 1 TMS_RESIST 11917.7 
23157215740000 LONGLEAF ENT ET AL 1 TMS_Top 11803.8 
23157216160000 USA 1 Austin_Base 10715.7 
23157216160000 USA 1 TMS_Base 11534.2 
23157216160000 USA 1 TMS_RESIST 11444.8 
23157216160000 USA 1 TMS_Top 11343.4 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 Austin_Base 10694.9 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 Midway_Top 8300.5 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 Selma_Top 9218.56 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 TMS_Base 11495.9 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 TMS_RESIST 11404.7 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 TMS_Top 11307.4 
23157216310000 LONGMIER /A/         1 1 Wilcox_Top 5011.61 
23157220370000 CROSBY 12-1H 1 TMS_Base 12212.5 
23157220370000 CROSBY 12-1H 1 TMS_RESIST 12083.3 
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Appendix V: CTOC vs. Measured TOC Plots 
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Pryme Energy, LLC 
Deshotels 20H 







This plot contains data points from intervals other than the Resistive TMS, 
resulting in a poor correlation.   
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Indigo II Louisiana Operating, LLC 
Bentley Lumber 32 
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Indigo II Louisiana Operating, LLC 
Bentley Lumber 34 #1 







This plot contains data points from intervals other than the Resistive TMS, 
resulting in a poor correlation.   
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Anadarko Petroleum Corp. 
Lacour 43 #1 
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Goodrich Petroleum Co., LLC 
Crosby 12-H 







The well represented in this plot currently has the highest initial production rate 
of  any well in the TMS. 
Average CTOC used in contour maps =  2.3% 
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